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Wel l done, M r. Terr i ll ("Betwee n Substance and Shadow,, 
Nov. 1967). Having j ust returned fro m th e Republic of the 
Philippines, I persona lly app reciate th is accurate report concern
ing the islands. 

While in the Ph i lippines, I studied at t he University of the 
Philippines under the auspices of the Presbyte rian Church. Dur
ing my stay at the university, I became perso nally involved in 
the nationalist moveme nt th rough an orga nization known as The 
Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation, Phil ippi ne Chapter. The 
students mentioned in the Terr il l article are all connected with 
this organization. 

Through my relationsh ip with these stude nts, one fact be
came very clear : these students were neit her pro-Chinese nor 
pro-American, they we re pro-Fi l ipino . But unfortunately, the 
American Embassy officials in Mani la considered these students 
to be communists. The major attitude at the Embassy is that 
these Filipino students are anti-American, therefore they must 
be pro-communist. This either/or attitude pe rmeates the U.S. 
Embassy there. 

But nothing cou ld be further from the t ruth . These students 
are pro-Filipino; that is all. As my good fri end Machahiya ex
pressed it in front of the U.S. Embassy durin g a recent demon
stration, " If it is communism to want something better for the 
Filipino people , then I'm a communist. If it is communism to 
respect the nationa l ist aspirations of the Fi lipino people, then 
I am a communist. " 

□ 

PHILIP T. ROSEN 
sterling college 
sterling, kansas 

,l?What me n search for " is indeed "sig nificant, " as William 
Braden says in " The Private Sea'' (Nov. 1967) and does_ reflect 
" needs." And it is clea r that the "munda ne" considerations of 
poverty-stricken peop le liv ing in m isery in this country ant all 
over the wor ld-and the help they need- do not concern t ese 
escapists any mo re t han they conce rn th e majority of the peo-
ple in this country and in the wo rld. . t 

If it is not LSD that is used, it is alcoho l or , in this coun_ ~j 
simply spend ing money on themselves whi ch enslaves them JU 
as muc h as any ot her indulge nce. The result is that they I a~ 
unab le to use thei r energies to make thi s w o rld a better Pac 
to live in. . E tem 

The pity of it is that they are acti ng li ke the people ,n :Sd to 
cultures who could not break their bo nds and therefor\ at the 
search for anot her way to fi nd mean ing in lif e. (And loo a 
state these countries are in!) that is 

Here in this cou ntry we do not have to be enslaved, e to 
if we are white, middle-c lass, and have_ the intellige~~t in
wit hstand the brainwas hin g we get. But obvio usly we are 



u·gent, our education is still inferior and does not teach the 
'.~. 

1
tues" as Aristotle termed it. After all, there have been many 

~
1
-\050 phers since Plato, including Aristotle, who have shown 

P, 
1
no uncertain terms what men can do to be happy. 

11
' The LSD takers are just more of the same old ignorant, self

. dulgent, self-centered, pill-taking citizenry which make up our 
10 k society today. "Cop-outs," I believe is the present word for 
s;c Christ's words on the cross are still as relevant now as they 
1 ·ere almost 2,000 years ago: " ... they know not what they do." 
w LOUISE SINNOTT 

dundee, illinois 

D 
Pread, mark, and inwardly digest your glory sheet. More! 

More! Yes, more of all your goodies-but if you have a b?x of 
suggestion sound and subtle, let me here insert my_ slip of 
rotest against your dreary mumbling muttering against the 

beautifully streaming psychedelic flag of these United States
that is, your putting into swaddling wraps the godly symbol of 
America's ideal. 

I know this crap of war and struggle is a tarnished game. There 
seems no worth in it. Yet all your slant suggests we just give up 
and drop out. , 

To hell with such senile wisdom! Why not instill some manly 
vigor through your organs of transmission. Awake to the 
fugisli fact that you are ~riving many tender minded people 
into a swamp of luxuriate, wanton irresponsibility. Like the 
Church has sold itself to the demon of political power, so have 
you-it seems-adapted a soft and fuzzily ambivalent just
sitting-on-the-fence-until-the-communist-take- over- is - complete 
position so you can take comfortable seats among the new 
power structure in your smugly bureaucratic britches. 

Keep on interfusing with all your hairy ambivalence my own 
confusion and continue to send me your illuminating ploys and 
piopaganda. Beauty has no shame. 

□ 
□ 

JOHN ROBERT WESTBROOK, JR. 
birmingham, ala. 

Your October issue is ... well, I just can't think of the ap-
propriate ~perlatives. Like the German religious community 
during the reign of Hitler, church groups in the U.S. today 
demonstrate their willingness to place the interests of govern
ment above the interests of human beings. 

God is love, and love is alive and well in your offices. The 
message of Christ was love, and the ideal of Christians should 
be a world in which men live together as brothers. Instead we 
find in contemporary America-an officially Christian nation
the "kill a commie for Christ" mentality. 

The result of your courage, as well as the writing and 
photographic imagination and skill of your contributors, is that 
I, an agnostic, find myself enjoying your magazine. 

Would you please send ten additional copies? I have sold the 
ctrent shipment of your issue in two days, and re-ordering 
1 rough the distributor would take weeks. 

Please continue the good work. 

D 
D 

GEORGE D. MALONEY 
vanguard bookstore 
spokane, washington 

d Being an undergraduate, I have a first-class view of student 
emon t · th f s_ rations. I have made a short study of them and believe 
~h1nd1n_gs to be of interest to readers of your magazine: 

are el original driving forces behind student demonstrations 
tent a most always, a very small handful of fault finding malcon
stu/ A centralization of power is what these agitators in the 
Castent body want. They are small-time Napoleons, Hitlers and 
The;os who take advantage of times of general discontent. 
attern exploit the other students' emotions and, through this. 

Se Pt 10 achieve power. 
dem~0nd1Y, these demonstrations are signs of immaturity. The 
throu ~trators are largely made up of dying children, who, 
accep' tha s~ow process, will be reborn as adults. They cannot 

e evil' adult world they are being thrust into. Their 
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life at the university is an indication of the termination of their 
childhood which, in turn, means a loss of certain privileges. 
Childhood is known to be a sign of innocence. Theoretically 
the child cannot be consigned to eternal damnation. The 
demonstrations are resistants to evil and responsibility and, even 
as the child looks for evil to change it, the very odd part is 
that he has a dim secret hunger for it. The students shouldn't 
be begrudged their futile attempts at holding onto this liberty 
from restrictions of culture and custom. This process of maturing 
is a "devirgination" into complete development. The child is an 
embodiment of everything wholesome and pure as opposed 
to the nasty dog-eat-dog world envisioned by these demon
strators and the exhibition they put on is a pitiful grasp at the 
almost extinguished flame of childhood. They are infants perdus. 

The third reason behind these outbursts is that of youth. It is 
unnatural for an adolescent to accept life as it is. Most young 
people, especially freshmen, have just begun to realize how 
frightfully cold the world can be. The young people involved in 
these protests are in the fascinating stage of finding themselves. 
Misery loves company and these birds must flock together. By 
putting up a united front in displaying their emotions, they are 
able to fulfill this emotional need. Their unity is an important 
factor, and such personages as Napoleon I and Hitler were able 
to manipulate people and exploit them because of this need. 

Another key factor is the yearning most humans have for 
attention. These manifestations of displeasure (the demonstra
tions) frequently become sensational news. Through displaying 
their emotions the students are usually able to find a release 
for these pent-up feelings. This is why such exhibitions are often 
and (apparently) oddly accompanied by laughter and smiles. In 
reality the laughter lessens the serious aspect of their complaints 
and while they (the students) are fulfilling the need for sym
pathetic unity, they are frustrating their yearning for attention 
just because they aren't taken seriously. The reason for the 
lack of attention in this case is obviously that any such exhibition 
of dissatisfaction which is accompanied by frivolity cannot be 
taken as a real manifestation of displeasure. 

To conclude , I can now say that once drawn together, the 
discontent, the immature, and the youth are all characteristic 
of people of college age. 

□ 
□ 

B. EVERETT MAYRE 
montreal, canada 

Someone, maybe the church, has been sending me motive for 
about a year. I have always had difficulty understanding and 
appreciating art and poetry, so motive has been relegated to our 
small "library" in the bathroom-how sad and possibly typical 
of our age. But your October issue never got to the john. 

I began reading Michael Novak's article, "Flirtation Without 
Flesh," while in my office and then decided that motive belongs 
on my waiting room table along with such reputable magazines 
as Look and Newsweek. 

I felt that Novak's article showed us a picture of ourselves 
that we try very hard not to face up to. ,\,'\'ho wants to admit that 
his entire value system is shot and that he is headed into noth
ingness? For that matter, how many of us admit to holding 
values of any kind? 

I have taken enough of your time. My check for subscription 
renewal is enclosed. 

□ 
□ 

ERIC NYSTROM 
skillman, n.j. 

We thoroughly enjoy motive down here, except when the 
articles are too wordy or the art too bizarre. I recently displayed 
your beautiful photos-with-poems from the "Where is Vietnam?" 
section (May 1967) in an anti-Vietnam demonstration here in 
Hobart. We remember with interest that it was through motive 
that we first learned that God was dead, for some, and that 
coffee houses were the "in" kind of evangelism. So, thanks for 
the many interesting and thought-provoking things which come 
from your strange magazine. 

ROBERT & ALICE GUNTHER 
hobart, tasma
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EDITORIAL: 

Where Have All The 

A fellow traveler on the circuit of ecclesiastical 
conferences recent ly observed that there are 
fewer Negroes at most church meetings now 

than there were in the 'SO's. Back then, no religio us 
organization with semi-liberal leadership could 
meet, at least beyo nd the parish level, without guar
anteeing that a respectable percentage of "represen
tati ve" minorities, i.e. American Negroes and a few 
colorful foreigners, would attend-usually sub
sidized circumspectly, of course. 

Such integration was instructive-at least to us 
middle-class whites-and that era was probably an 
inevitable phase in the sociology of religion. These 
interracial experiences and multi-national meetings 
initiated many of us into the world of "pluralism." 

I remember vividly my own first attendance as a 
teen-ager at such a conference: a Methodist youth 
gathering in Cleveland in 1948. Upon returning to my 
rural Southern community, I reported with astonish
ment that I had slept in the same room with a Negro! 
And, to further offend my white Christian colleagues, 
I listed as the memorable event of the conference a 
concert by Roland Hayes. 

This famous American Negro tenor, born in Curry
ville, Georgia of former slave parents, was the first 
Negro to appear in recital at Boston Symphony Hall. 
His talent and perseverance paved the way for 
Marian Anderson and others eventually to enter the 
mainstream of American music. 

I recall that concert by Hayes in part for the beauty 
of the music and the magnitude of the singer, but in 
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large measure simply because he was a Negro. The 
singularity of that impression now appea rs tragic , of 
course, but while we shudder with gui lt and em
barrassment over such events (Ame rican race rela
tions seem to be compounded of mi ll io ns of similar 
ly superficial encounters), we may be thankful that 
there was at least some penetration of ou r racist tra
ditions through such exposures. 

Subsequent years have seen the Ro land Hayes
Negro roommate syndrome compo unded . And 
though these events perhaps were the best that his
tory could afford at the time, these caricatures of 
human relations are now understoo d to be the 
paternalism which they were all alo ng. 

A representative illustration is avail able in Meth
odism's Central Jurisdiction. This ecclesiastical ver
sion of the separate-but-equal fantasy has taken 
thirty years to exhaust itse lf. And now that segrega
tion in Methodism is almost defunct offic ially , where 
are the Negroes? 

A few have risen through "represe ntative " balance 
to powerful and important posit ions in education 
and religion. Some local co ngregations have 
achieved significant autonomy and str ength. But the 
overwhelming majority of Negro Met hodists haver~
mained segregated and impoveris hed . They and their 
leaders have cooperated so long in thi s religious 
gerrymandering that they will now f ind it exceeding 
ly difficult, if not impossible, to survive-s tatistically 
or spiritua lly-in a denominatio n now co mmitted , at 
least legally, to total integration. 



Negroes Gone? 

These Negro Methodists are approximately where 
they were before the end of official segregation, but 
now there is n~ longer the institutional machinery 
for insuring Negro participation per se in the govern
ing processes of the church. Thus, the problem of 
Black Power will be raised almost as critically within 
the churches as it is at city hall. 

And so the church, much like society at large, 
is at the impasse of affirming the one man-one vote 
principle but living with the White Power-Black 
Power dichotomy. 

Absence makes the past even more damning, and 
the erosion of Negroes from visible leadership and 
authority suggests two problems. One is that the 
churches are still retarded in recruiting and appoint
ing qualified Negroes to key positions on the basis 
of qualifications other than that of race. But more 
importantly, there is a dearth of Negro leadership 
and an abundance of excellent opportunities for 
those who are qualified and experienced. 

In the matter of recruitment and training, the 
churches and church-related colleges are being 
eclipsed by both industry and secular colleges. The 
radical experimentation currently undertaken bv 
Wesleyan University in Connecticut (more than 10¼ 
of its current enrollment is from disadvantaged areas) 
illustrates the kind of vision which should charac
terize church-related institutions. But those who talk 
about "freedom in the Gospel" aren't always the 
ones who manifest that same freedom. 

In the 19th century, denominational colleges 
dotted the frontier in America and became synony
mous with obtaining an education. These same in
stitutions could now take seriously the urban and 
racial frontiers and set the pace for radical innova
tion in higher education. The facilities and expertise 
currently accumulated by Protestant and Roman 
Catholic schools in or around America's major urban 
areas could be of major consequence in renovating 
scme of the urban and human blight that festers in 
our cities. 

If we answer the lead question, "Where have all 
the Negroes gone?" the answer is not likely to be, 
"To our white churches and our white colleges." 
Most of these institutions are still as suburban, as 
segregated, and as rigid as they were before 1954. 

Instead, Negroes have risen in their own institu• 
tions-religious, educational, and political-and 
now that leadership is being consumed by the 
prestigious national governmental and industrial in
stitutions. We can congratulate and wish well those 
individuals who are at long last being rewarded and 
accepted. And we can begin the urgent job of 
searching for ways to retain those now in second
level positions for first-rate responsibilities. 

For decades churches have posed as specialists in 
group work skills, leadership training, and educa
tional innovation. Now is the time to prove whether 
those claims were ever justified. 

-B. J. STILES 
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"At the beginning of the summer we were just ten 
liege kids with a degree of social concern," opens 

c:e students' summary report on their AFSC project. 
~'We spoke of brotherhood." Certainly the ten spoke 
ppropriately to the official project goal-as stated 

~ the preliminary AFSC flyer-"to work for more 
~pen housin~,and initi~te dial~g on th~ accep~ance 

f minorities. What kind of d1alog-w1th business, 
~hurch and civic organizations plus neighborhood 
coffees-lead all ten to affirm that "integration is 
irrelevant in 1967"? This interracial group of students 
from Cairo, Georgia, to San Francisco thought they 
knew a lot about civil rights. But all later agreed, 
"We all had a lot of catching up to do." 

If the answer once was blowing in the wind, today 
it lies trampled on the roads from urban black 
ghettos to their white suburbs, or hides rationalized 
in the shadows between individual morals and the 
ballot box. For the students, the answer lay in a 
summer which portended the end of a "Negro Civil 
Rights Movement" and the beginning of a ''Black 
Revolution" -a summer which left each asking along 
with all Americans if brotherhood has any future in 
cities that explode and suburbs that tremble. 

"I wanted to explore the Christian possibilities in 
civil rights work," said one student. Realizing he was 
"hopelessly inexperienced" in working with the un
derprivileged, he thought first of going to a black 
ghetto. " One likely AFSC project talked about help
ing Negroes 'develop a more positive self-image,'" 
he recalled. "But I realized that's not my bag. Maybe 
Willie Mays or Ralph Bunche can mold a better black 
image, but my white face has no business getting 
mixed up with black goals." 

And so, like his nine counterparts and two advisors 
-University of Colorado Chaplain Roy Smith and 
wife-he turned to the project in a thoroughly white 
"bedroom community" of 20,000 commuters with an 
average salary of $15,000 a year. The local Human 
Relations Council-another group with a degree of 
social concern and a vocabulary for brotherhood
agreed to sponsor the AFSC summer project. Surely , 
with so many persons enjoying so many of the 
~ountry's material benefits, the suburb promised an 
ideal intellectual climate. A student pointed to a 
statement by Urban League Director Whitney Young : 
"We had the Jackie Robinsons for 50 years; what we 
didn't have was a Branch Rickey .... I'd hoped this 
town would be the place to look for some modern 
Branch Rickeys in business," he said. 

Hence the shock. Instead of an intellectual 
utopia , the collegians found a fantasyland 
where a junior executive can tell his church 

roup , " After sweating out a day's work and the 
~~eways, I pick up the newspaper, take one look at 

a those riot headlines and turn right to Peanuts." 
Instead of a house at peace they discovered a 

suburban sand castle where a bluejeaned 4th grader 

PHOTOGRAPH DOUGLAS GILBERT 

can explain between innings at the local playground 
that he used to live in Philadelphia, "but my mommy 
says there's too many colored people there, so we 
came here." Even those with vision and courage re
flected a hopelessness: "I'd speak out, but it's like 
crying in the wilderness," said one dismayed mem
ber of the local League of Women Voters. 

But not all citizens were so discouraged to silence 
especially at the prospect of open housing. Long 
before project members had deemed such a goal 
irrelevant, local forces marshaled their concern: the 
Human Relations Council searched in vain for hous
ing for the integrated group, and not until a local 
Quaker family offered to renovate their two empty 
chicken coops were plans finalized. A confused 
student summarized the group's first impression: 
" People here seem to be afraid of something." 

Whatever frightens such people, they pay good 
money to hide. While nearby beach towns boast of 
integrated bathing, their own chamber of commerce 
points proudly to the city's "over 2,000 privately 
owned swimming pools." The fear was perhaps 
identified by the philosopher who stated that "the 
world will never be safe for the few who are rich 
until it is just for the many who are poor." Cer
tainly it was personified in the realtor who told 
students, "I worked damn hard to get where I am-
all those rioters out there are just looking for easy 
handouts." 

While it is debatable just where so much work has 
gotten the realtor and his fellow citizens, there is 
no doubt the place is cordial. Introductory meetings 
during the project's first two weeks were punctuated 
continually with welcome smiles and applause. 
"Everyone kept telling us, 'What a wonderful thing 
you're doing,'" recalled a Syracuse University under
graduate. 

Indeed, the students noted that anyone mention
ing "brotherhood" or "better individual human rela
tions" was immediately rewarded with smiles and 
another glass of ice-cream punch. Meanwhile each 
citizen was quick to point out that he himself had 
never called anyone "nigger" or had occasion to 
throw stones. In fact, his individual record in race 
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relations-especial ly in his white neighborhood
was quite clean, and he wanted no more than for 
each American, regardless of co lor, to lift himself up 
just as he had done-by hard work. "Nobody can 
accuse me of havi ng anything to do with those 
riots," a loca l doctor to ld the students. With the 
acc using ashes of Watts not 25 miles away, the 
stude nts soo n dubbed the sugary brigade of wel
co me smi les, "the ma rshma llow wall." 

A casual check of local voting gave the students 
t heir first bitter taste of what lay behind the 
wall: a nine-to-one landslide against Cali

fornia's Rumford (open housing) Act and an ac
cla imed congressman who on successive days voted 
against the rat bill and for the anti - riot bi l l. The local 
mayor meanwhile officially greeted the group by en
couraging the students to work where they were 
"needed"-pointing to such crimes as drugs among 
local youth and poverty in a nearby black neighbor
hood. Typifying the citizens' determined lack of 
perspective beyond themselves, the mayor told a 
Los Angeles Times reporter, "We do not have a 
human relations problem. The city's residents seem 
to coexist without malice toward one another." 

The lesson hit hard, like a parent's slap . "Sudden
ly we real ized that if these peop le were applauding 
us, we must be saying the wrong thing," a student 
remarked. Above all hung the sober note that behind 
the marshmallow wall lay a fear so long nurtured 
that the students sincerely questioned whether they 
had the necessary compassion and vision to meet 
such people eye-to-eye, behind the wall. "In a very 
real sense, these are our parents speaking," he 
added. 

The project quickly reoriented according to the 
new revelations. "Each time we cheered brother
hood was nothing more than a pat on self-righteous 
backs," advisor Smith declared. "They were clapping 
for themselves, not us." And thus fell the marshmal
low wall, revealing a glaring disparity between reli
gious beliefs and political behavior and offering the 
students a first opportunity for commitment. "When 
the self-deceptions and their terrible effects became 
clear to me, for the first time I knew that as a con
cerned white person I belonged working among my 
ow n affluent white people," a student stated. "Never 
again cou ld I think of going to a black ghetto with a 
Thanksgiving basket and telling Negroes to 'come up 
to our white level.'" 

These new commitments called fo r a reevaluatio 
of summer goals. With u rban snipers in daily head~ 
lines, the question became, "What wou ld the project 
in fact accomplish if we moved one o r two or twelve 
black families into town?" "There's a black man out 
there burning your cities," answere d one project 
visitor, a Negro, "and it's not beca use no one will 
take his $50,000 for a house in this neighborhood ." 

The sponsoring Human Relatio ns Co uncil , how
ever, had already built its entire acti on program 
around a "good -neighbor covenant" by which the 
signer would in effect tell his neig hb o r, " Sell to 
whomever you please; I welcome neighbors of any 
color." A Council member explained that " we feel 
this is at least something positive that every citizen 
can actua lly do himse lf." The stud ents, however, 
feared that even a sincere signatu re mi ght become 
merely another marshmallow wa ll from behind 
which persons cou ld perpetuate their system of 
fears inside anonymous voting boot hs. 

Clearly the issue of open ho using and salving 
white consciences would have to yie ld to more basic 
plans than finding houses for we ll -to -do Negroes. 
"When the fire's burning and yo u've got a bucket of 
water," explained one student, "yo u either toss it on 
the fire or prime the pump ." The project 's prime 
concern the refore shifted, as note d in the report, 
to "a massive, orga nized attack on th e differences 
in economic and po l itical oppo rtunity between 
blacks and whites." 

The Problem," then, was revealed not in the 
ghettos themselves, but rather, be:ween t_he 
suburbanite's narrow conce rn fo r his own in

dividual morals and his resolute unwillingness to 
recognize the steak-or-hunger po wer wielded 
through the very politica l and eco nomic system 
which he nurtures. The fault lay not with impotent 
beggars. Instead, the project foc ussed on those pow
erful citizens whose dollars to char ity w ere less than 
their gifts to the very politicians dedica ted to main
taining a status quo. "The mayor to ld us to go wh~re 
we are needed " one student remarke d at a poolside 
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meeting. "Here we are." 
Persons who now came to pro ject gatheri~gs 

armed with anti-integration argume nts in anticipation 
of a stalemate-a victory for th is status quo-were 
caught by surprise. Overworked issues such as prop
erty values and daughters were rejec ted as irrelev~nt 
and people began listening instead of assertin~I 
"When you do something wrong in yo ur past, you 
naturally try hard to cover it up," a student com; 
mented. "But when-like these peop le-y ou ' re no 

, d ·t ·ght even even sure just how you cou ld ve one I n ' 
' . t your con· running away to the suburbs wont qu ie Id 

. . · ht " cou 
science." The specifics of "do ing it rig ch 
hardly have been prese nted more pa latably to su II 

. h to see sme an audience: No one was going to ave ' 
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or touch anyone else he didn't want to; there would but merely to bring Watts schools up to the present 
be no integration demonstrations on their main national standard. "What black people need more 
street, no bussed-in black faces in desks next to than houses in white neighborhoods," asserted one 
their children. Negro student, "is a school they can point to and 
. In fact, citizens were told, the same energy pre- say, 'that school is black and it is good.' " 

viously devoted to such fears could be freed to act in Realizing that such schemes were beyond the 
a genuine expression of brotherhood to allow Ne- scope of isolated personal civilities, the students 
gr~es the chance to lift themselves up-by none pointed to the responsibility of the affluent Ameri-
ot er than hard work. Job training centers would be can to use his very real economic and political 
;e~ded. Schools in black communities would have power to open these new doors to ghetto residents. 
so e upgraded as outlined by the McCone Commis- "We're not talking about burning anything down," 
~on-which after investigating the Watts riots re- a student emphasized, "but only rededicating the 
wort~d that an additional $25 per pupil per year same system wisely set up by our forefathers to its 

ou d be needed, not even to make up for lost time, original purpose of 'liberty and justice for all.'" 
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The marshmallow wall was thereby skirted like a 
Maginot line. The group's task now was to rescue the 
wealthy, white mentality from its fearful vigil at an 
unreal wall to positive action toward a just, unwalled 
society. But the enormity of the job was clear. Out
flanked, townspeople groped frantically for make
shift shields. The man who "wou ld 've helped be
fore the riots" but "won't condone such lawless
ness" had to be reminded that "woulds" and 
"won'ts" mean the same humiliation to an unem
ployed father. And, sadly enough, although the Man
power Training Act was passed in 1962, the first job 
training center serving Watts appeared only after the 
riots, in 1965. 

0 thers who tried to shield with "but Rap Brown 
says" were told to redirect their concerns. 
"What's all this fuss about civil rights, any

way?!" an elderly lady wanted to know. "There's 
no fuss at all if you've got them," a Negro student 
replied. "If you really want to see Rap Brown put 
away, don't waste your time and money taking him 
to court," he advised. "Use your own power to clean 
up the real mess he attacks: make him a liar the next 
time he tells black people 'rats are biting your 
babies while white congressmen laugh' or that 
'white men act like Christians only when you light 
a fire under them.'" 

Citizens had further to be assured that the affirma
tion "Black is beautiful" was designed for black pride 
rather than any threat to whites and therefore not
as one sympathetic professor yet feared-"a black 
KKK." The message was laid on the line by advisor 
Roy Smith: "Some irresponsible shouts from black 
militants can't abdicate us white people from our 
own responsibility to insure economic and political 
justice when and where we can." 

Persons sincerely concerned with brotherhood 
had to be reminded that personal contact is not the 
sole prerequisite, that, for example, plantation 
owners often had quite intimate personal contact 
with their slaves. Students warned their white audi
ences to resist the temptation to advise Negroes 
which black leader to follow-and thereby to allow 
blacks the same respect and trust as they would give 
any brother to choose what is best for himself and 
the country as a whole. 

"Integration can be the same, newer form of white 
dictation that segregation once was," declared one 
student. "It's like for hundreds of years all we whites 
have said is 'Black is bad'; now when Negroes finally 
have the chance to look at themselves and stand up 
to say 'Black is beautiful,' in run we whites to pull 
their rug out with 'Oh, no, please-we're all color 
blind brothers.' Who are we whites suddenly to say 
'color doesn't matter'? Sincere Christians or burned
out store owners? Let's give our black brothers some 
time to themselves while we go about cleaning up 
our own back yard. Then years from now-when 
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our responsible use of white power has opened all 
doors of opportunity to blacks and they have de
cided who they are and can take pride in it-then 
we can begin talking about face-to-face brother
hood. But not now." 

While arguing with conservatives was a continual 
frustration, the greatest discouragement was the 
thorough demoralization of local liberals. At an eve
ning church gathering, a businessman told how he 
had once felt so sorry for the poor Negroes in a 
neighboring town that he and his wife had taken a 
large box of used clothes to one family. "But when 
we actually got down there and saw so many terribly 
poor folks we could only cry and give up," he sighed. 
"Now I figure the best I can do for those poor peo
ple is to bring them the gospel of Jesus Christ." 

Equally pathetic were those who found release in 
hot afternoon protest marches-yet they had never 
given a cent or minute to campaigning politicians 
from whose air-conditioned offices the ultimate 
power is wielded. Others who lived but a manicured 
lawn away from powerful bankers, personnel man
agers and realtors could only offer the students a 
left-handed pat on the head: "The only real hope is 
in you young people." Meanwhile, sensitive persons 
who saw clearly the gathering racial storm sp~nt 
their concern balancing precarious "friendships" wrth 
neighboring Birchers and adamant racists. Liberal 
contributors to such newly militant black groups a~ 
SNCC busied themselves being deeply offende_ 
when the organizations suddenly spurned the~r 
white dollars-advising them to redirect therr 
energies to their own white communities. 

Such disillusionment and misdirection of even 
the enlightened citizenry led the studen,~s: 
espouse an entirely "new brotherhood .. 

advisor Smith put it, "To be a-political in these t,rnes 
is to be irresponsible." 



The notion which therefore cut across all ide
ologies was the unilateral denial by each person 
that he had any power himself to act s·ignificantly, 
under their umbrella of professed impotence, con
servatives trembled in refuge from responsibility, 
while liberals turned actively to Peanuts. The mayor 
represented his people by stating flatly that their 
city "does not have a power structure." Soon stu
dents were suggesting that if any citizen felt power
less, he might then empathize with the poorer 
minorities. And yet the group noted on the city map 
an industrial complex quite apart from the regular 
boundaries, connected to the mother city only by a 
thin territorial umbilical cord of nearly a mile. "Some
body knew who to see about getting his business 
gerrymandered into the city limits," lamented one 
student. "But we don't. That's where we failed, in 
being unable to tap the real sources of power." 

But if the group knew why they had failed to re
orient white power toward just ends, they could 
focus their recommendations the more sharply, The 
report to the Human Relations Council therefore 
centered about a campaign to smoke out and or
ganize liberals. Noting that "with just a handful of 
workers, the John Birch Society has done massive 
work in political organization," the report lamented 
the lack of any such "parallel to this actively or
ganized concern in the liberal community." 

And so today's Branch Rickey drowns-well 
shielded from either accusation or rescue-in his 
suburban swimming pool and ice-cream punch, 
Tocquevi lie wrote the epitaph nearly 130 years ago 
when he noted that in a democracy, the needs of the 
poor will be heard only when the poor are the 
majority, that when most Americans have gained 
their Pontiac and color TV the poor minority will 
have lost their political voice. "When the love of 
property becomes ... so restless and so ardent," he 
wrote, "I cannot but fear that men (will) regard every 
new theory as a peril, every innovation as an irksome 
toil, every social improvement as a stepping-stone 
to revolution, and so refuse to move altogether for 
fear of being moved too far,''. 

Yet the macabre fact remains that when a single 
white citizen sinks from responsibility, with him he 
drags under scores of Jackie Rob<insons-whose rest
less and unfulfilled ghosts can only return to haunt 
his affluent suburban children. And to the students 
-ardently concerned for this future-the suburban 
corpses posed . a new question for new brothers: 
Why labor on a treadmill putting more band-aids on 
the wounded poor when one could be organizing 
concerned citizens to take away the political cutting 
knife? The answer is surely blowing in the wind, and 
a storm lies ahead, 

DENNIS AKIN 



An African Son Talks With 
His Father 

The feast? 
Ah, yes, father! All this dancing, the drones! 
And look, that boy smiling there by the palms
Banti brute devil comes by 

And he runs, laughing, like the pepperbird 
Leaves the branch 

The slight breeze shakes! He sees 
Much behind that mask I knew once; 
From being far away I've danced myself to sleep. 

They dance, 
To colors and drums too, father, 
Although no feast is celebrated. 
Not even of themselves do they feel 

The joys of bright victories 
Over victories we show today. 

They dress each other in different 
Clothes, robes of different tribes just 
To separate the hunted from the hunted. The men 

I met 
Could not be blamed, just the ones 
I passed as when you went that time 
To meet the President at Voinjama 
And mingled among countrymen 

Who were not your people and 
Offered no greeting. They had no way 

To ask of your strange lands. Remember 
You told me: a man can't hear the drum 
When the bush is thick. The bush, their trees 

Are thick 
With buzzing kn~wledge and process. 
There are many books. The teachers 
Tell each other, the students too, 

Nice book, teacher. Books that show 
A man how to fix 

The roads the rains destroy. They see 
Many books, father, but rake over wisdom 
For muddy answers, the answers 
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The teachers 
Need to fill their rollbooks. It is not 
As one man would come to you 
In time of famine or rain or grief 

And say, wise old man, 
Counsel me, though I think I know 

The answers. Knife can't cut its own handle, 
You say. They say: the land is large. What to do? 
Their answers are high walls, tightly mortared. 

We too 
Cast walls, and cast paper to the ground. 
But their land is like the government road, 
Father, cement until the earth beneath 

Turns and shrivels like skin gasping 
miles of cement and floating paper 

To where the night lies. And then the same. 
The books and crumpled paper on the earth 
like your crops in the field, which are good this year. 

This land is blessed. 
But as it took you ten days to walk from 
Bomi Hills to Monrovia, father, as a young man, 
Then count the people of this village. 

One farm, this country would be there, 
And the days as many as your people. 

Savannah, mountains that break the clouds, 
Stone lands that see the colors of your black skin 
You would see. And all on cement, not foot trails. 

Do not take 
My irony to be pride, father. They have 
a fool's tale: men took the roads to be of gold. 
Cement is not soft. Even you could not rule such a land: 

The sweetness of cassava is not like rice. 
Now only a few prophets walk the road, 

And mad young men in rubber shoes 
To say the road is gold. It is very hard 
To make the road soft and sure, like trails. 

I think 
You ask more of me than answers we both know. 
I have lived at ease with other people. I have their tools. 
You asked me if I liked the feast, but really, 

Father, you saw me smile at that boy 
Who ran away from the Banti devil man's mask. 

My joy has no trace of smugness. 
I too have run away from masks, held fear 
In a grin. I am your feast, that boy, his smile. 

-WILLIAM HOLLAND 
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S
ome are black. And those who are white have 
long hair and casual clothes, and obviously are 
out of place. 

for the first week they get away with it. That they 
take notes doesn't fool anyone-not any more than 
their claim to be reporters for The Southern Courier, 
the paper the movement publishes in Montgomery. 
But there are empty seats in the three rows reserved 
for the press, and the real reporters ignore them 
and let them sit there. 

On the second week of the trial, however, a new 
flock of journalists pours into Meridian, to be there 
for the Mississippi jury's decision about the guilt or 
innocence of 18 white men accused of killing three 
civil rights workers in 1964. 

No one really doubts that the Klansmen murdered 
Mickey Schwerner and Andy Goodman and Jim 
Chaney, or that the deputy sheriff helped them, or 
that the sheriff at least looked the other way. But 
there was no guilty verdict when Emmett Till was 
murdered in 1955, or when Mack Charles Parker was 
lynched in 1959, or when a sniper shot Medger 
Evers in 1963. So this jury's decision will be news 
either way: if the verdict is not guilty, all three net
works, all three Times (New York .. Los Angeles, Lon
don), and a score of other media will flash the world 
the word that Mississippi is still medieval. And if the 
jury brings in a guilty verdict, history will have been 
made. 

So the press seats fill up, and the long-haired kids 
get in the way. Some of the "real" reporters com
plain, and a marshal moves the offenders. After that 
they find seats in the back of the courtroom where 
they can, and the press, comfortable with the extra 
elbow room, forgets them. 

There is an irony in this, for sloppily dressed kids 
are what this trial is all about. It is not just that these 
kids are the spiritua l (and in some cases the literal) 

By ROB ELDER 

successors to Schwerner, Goodman and Chaney; one 
also has the feeling that if the three victims them
selves could somehow be resurrected and walk into 
the courtroom, they too would be relegated to the 
back row, and ignored by everyone but the Klans
men. 

For isn't this really what has happened? 
First, of course, there were the days of destiny, 

during that first summer after the murders, when 
everyone was in Mississippi, sharing in the danger 
("We might get shot, too") and the glory of the 
three young men who had become martyrs for the 
movement. 

Then the television lights added to the heat of a 
long, hot season, and the reporters listened to 
Roscoe Jones, a young Meridian Negro who al
most went with the ,three heroes the day they drove 
away to die. ("I didn't though, because I remem
bered I was supposed to speak at a church.") 

Then, instead of being a nuisance whom the re
porters want out of their seats, the long-haired 
Radcliffe girl who has come back for the trial was 
news. ("There were speeches every night, and lots 
of people singing freedom songs and saying how 
we were going to carry on the work.") 

Then, Joe Morris-a white seminarian who arrived 
a week after the murders-was getting thrown in 
jail and beaten by the police. ("Is he still here?" 
Meridian's police chief asked during the trial. "I 
haven't seen him for a year.") 

But the excitement dwindled, and most of the col
lege students went back to school, and those who 
stayed, like Joe Morris, Roscoe Jones and the Rad
el iffe girl, found their task tougher than it had 
seemed. 

They went with the Freedom Democratic Party to 
the Democratic National Convention, and the Civil 
Rights Act was passed, and they picketed even the 
FBI, and "tested" Meridian's restaurants. 

But now there are no Negroes in those restaurants, 
and Meridian's Negroes can tell you why: "They 
might tell you to get out. They might send you into 
that little room back in the back. They might leave 
you just sitting there, looking like a fool. Or they 
might serve you-you just don't know." 

Then the community center Schwerner had 
founded in Meridian was busy. Now it is almost 
empty, except for the two Negro women who serve 
as its staff. 

When you ask about the movement, these women 
tell you they are glad the college students came: 
"They taught many people to fill out voter registra
tion forms. Yes sir, they helped a heap." 

But if you stay and talk for a while, you learn that 
voting failed to bring any immediate millennium: 

"All we got is a little sweetwater. Down at the bot
tom it's bitter." 

"I ain't had a job since I went in the movement." 
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"You can't even get a Negro around here to sit on 
the front of the bus. They don't have nothing to do 
with you. They're afraid . ... " 

There are signs in the front windows of the com-
munity center: 

"In Memory of James Chaney." 
"In Memory of Andrew Goodman." 
"In Memory of Michael Schwerner." 

But somehow memories failed to keep the move
ment going. "No one else had the way that Mickey 
had," remembers Morris, who stayed with the CORE 
staff until last February, then went to work for a 
poverty program. 

"Everyone was working against everyone else," 
recalls Roscoe Jones. 

"The movement was the crest of a wave," explains 
the Radel iffe girl. 

Now the wave has washed out. Across the street 
from the courtroom, Confederate flags still flap in 
front of Bill Gordon's barber shop. 

The Justice Department's prosecution of their 
friends and neighbors is a federal invasipn of Mis
sissippi, defense lawyers tell the jury: 

"Robert Kennedy marshaled some of the greatest 
talent on God's green earth and dispatched them to 
Neshoba County ... distributors of snakes, and 
pimps, and scapegoat witnesses .... 

"This is a case where the federal government 
reached down and said to its chief civil rights at
torney, 'Go down into Mississippi and make an ex
ample of Neshoba County-bring us back the liberty 
and the blood of the defendants, so that we can nail 
upon the barn door their hides .... ' 

"If Sheriff Lawrence A. Rainey is convicted , 
Neshoba County is convicted, and if Neshoba County 
is convicted, the state of Mississippi is convicted .... " 

Yet, although they have heard the defendants de
scribed as "pure as the driven snow," and vouched 
for by character witnesses who include much of the 
local power structure, the jury members listen as 
John Doar, chief of the Justice Department's civil 
rights division and prosecutor in this case, tells them: 

"This is not a federal invasion of Mississippi. I 
came here only to ask for justice .... The sole respon
sibility for determining guilt or innocence remains 
in the hands of 12 men and women from the state of 
Mississippi." 

When on the second day of its deliberations, the 
jury reports that it is "hopelessly deadlocked," U.S. 
Dist. Judge Harold Cox demands that they keep 
trying: 

"This is an important case," he tells them. "This 
trial has been expensive for both the prosecution and 
the defense .... 

" If you should fail to reach a verdict, there is no 
reason to believe another trial would not be equally 
expensive, nor is there any reason to believe that the 
case can be tried again better." 
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On the third day, the jury comes in w ith a verdict 
that makes history: eight of the defendants are 
acquitted, on three there is no decision, but seven
including the deputy sheriff and the impe rial wizard 
of the White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan-a re found 
guilty. 

Judge Cox, a Mississippi-born segregationist who 
has clashed often with the Justice Depa rtment , re
veals that there have been threats against him and 
a member of the jury, and orders two of the de
fendants jailed without bond, while the others re
main free pending sentencing. 

When a defense lawyer asks for a di rected verdict 
of acquittal, Cox angrily overrules the mot ion. . 

"It is unthinkable to have any other verdict against 
this man," Cox says of one of the defe ndants. "No
body else need be concerned with his bluster or 
bluff, or with anybody like him, for a lo ng time." 

The stars and bars still wave in front of the barber 
shop on the square in Meridian, and the j urors hav~ 
gone back to their jobs-as housewives, as electn
cians and pipefitters and office worke rs and as a 
school cafeteria cook. h 

But though the flags are still there, one has t_ e 
h. Mis-

feeling that something has changed-t hat t is ·t 
sissippi jury and this Mississippi judge have made 1 

clear that the Klan does not speak fo~ them. h the 
It is as though Mississippi has reJected bot_ 

1 
nt 

movement's insistent "NOW" and the Klan's vio_eed 
"NEVER," and has rejoined the rest of the Unit.th 

. . . d not w1 States where segregation 1s mainta ine d 
' · e an 

bullets, but in the subtlety of restaurant s~rvi~ill be 
where the question is not whethe r anythin g h ther 
done about man's inhumanity to man, but w e 
it will be too little and too late. 



THE STONING 

The stones have appeared in our land. 
Pieces from bodies of mountains, 
all those pieces from bodies of ice, 
have been lifted in thaws, frosts, 
to the earth-binding clay. 

There was pleasure in fingering stones, 
silk in the sandpaper skin, 
till we made ourselves work in our sleep 
planting the stones. 

I had eaten my plum to the stone, and I knew 
that inside there was seed 
for the fingers of clay. 
You looked at your melons, you saw 
how they grew their stone rinds 
and rotted the rinds for the seed 
and the work of the clay. 

But where was the seed in our stones? 
Why did we try to make them alive? 
They were helping us die, helping us 
dig, making us brothers at last. 

Brother, 
we will die soon. 
It is hard to believe, 
even now that we know. 

Then come, 
play, we will plant 
and take stones to the heart of the clay. 
We will learn their rough bodies 
and the lifting back. 

-M. W. LALLY 
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By DAVID LLOYD-JONES 

AL CLAYTON The 

Collapse of the 
American South 



TO visit and talk to the people of a small Southern 
town is to suspend normal logic, normal thought 
processes. To spend a week in Arkansas and 

three days in the village of Strong near the Louisiana 
border is not to be able to tell what these places are 
like or how their people think. · 

For a Canadian who has been working in the U.S. 
only a few days, Strong, Arkansas is bizarre-an ex
ercise in the surrealistic, a step into a different world . 

The logic of Strong makes it normal for people to 
carry handguns and occasionally wave them in one's 
face. Guns were pointed at me twice in two days in 
the South, but I did not notice until I got back to the 
comparative normality of Little Rock that there was 
something even odd about the fact. At the time it 
seemed in keeping, not odd or shocking and certain
ly far from frightening. It is only on reflection that it 
occurs that "equalizers''. kill people. 

The logic of Arkansas is such that one has two 
separate conversations with every black person one 
talks to. The first is ordinary introductory conversa
tion: "We is making good progress .... The white 
folks never done me no harm. 'Sep the Klan, there 
ain't no bad white folks, and there's good and bad in 
both races." 

After a while one gets to the second conversation, 
one that for all I know is as arbitrary and contrived 
as the first. Bitterness, resignatio'n and discourage
ment replace deference and optimism as the themes, 
the affectations varying with the speaker's assess
ment of the listener. 

"In 1966 they said that by 1967 we'd be all done 
with this mess. Now it's 1968 and we're still j•Jst 
chewing at the cud. The Negro have been patient, 
and the Negro have been willing to forget the past, 
but it sure is mighty hard sometimes. It sure is 
mighty hard." 

The speaker is the Rev. G. L. Evans. He works in 
the Georgia-Pacific plywood plant a few miles down 
the road, "truck patches" a few acres of peanuts, 
corn and greens for food and a little cash, and 
preaches at the Christian Methodist Episcopal 
Church. As minister of the church, he gets $38 a 
~onth for preaching Christ, salvation, and civil 
rights. The first two get rather more emphasis than 
the third, for Evans has a tight grip on reality. 

His home is a four-room unpainted shack a little 
larger than the average two-car garage. It is a Southet custom that Negro houses are left unpainted on 
t_ e outside, but kept clean, comfortable and func
~~nal on_ ~he inside. His home, like that of other 

acks I vrsrted, had a crucifix on the wall, a television 
set bl · f anng for the kids, and a kitchen-shelves and 
rxtures built by the man of the house. 
rn·Anyone who drives a rented car is "in the govertt~ bizzness" and gets checked-out promptly by 
an~ oc~I cop. "Ah went up to the top of the hill 

radioed a two-eight and a two-nine on that car 
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as soon as you got into town. If it was a stolen, I 
would'a had you in jail before you would'a known 
what a happened." 

J. U. Nash, the policeman, is what is known to the 
"culud folks" as "one sure sorry white man." That 
each race has a full catalogue of typecastings for the 
other is one of the symbols of the accommodations 
made to the Southern Way of Life, which is to say 
racism, church-going, and suspicion of outsiders. 
That there is less suspicion among blacks than among 
whites is indicative either that the present way of 
life has less hold on them or that they are resigned 
to anything that comes their way without any inter
est in being suspicious. 

The first is more likely: the ubiquitous television 
set brings the outside world to both black and white, 
but to the black it brings news that the world is 
changing. All the whites find out is that the outside 
world is as threatening as he suspected or as he was 
told in church. 

I first saw Nash within seconds of arriving in 
Strong, as I drove down the main street looking for 
a phone book to check out the names I knew from 
HEW dockets in Washington. He was sitting in his 
car in front of the Corner Cafe, a cigar in the corner 
of his mouth-his expression that of passive sus
picion, uptight but sedentary. 

Not the least among the reasons for his general
ized unhappiness with the world, I later learned, was 
the fact that the town council had bought him only 
a 379 cubic inch Ford. Anybody he would have any 
reason to chase in Strong packs over 400 cubes. Two 
or three hundred dollars a month and a .38 to wave 
at strangers are the other trappings of his status. 

Merchants in these small towns incorporate in the 
hope of attracting business to broaden the tax base. 
Policemen are one of the encumbrances they toler
ate. In a pinch they call the state troopers or use their 
own guns. 
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For the next few days Nash earned his salary as a 
communicator: within a couple of hours he knew 
every place and person I visited and put the news 
on the grapevine. By the time I got around to meet
ing the town liberal he was able to ask me why I 
took so long to get to him. 

When I finally spoke to Nash, it was with the cour
age of liquor in me. Old Forester with Orange Crush 
chaser, proffered first in the back of the hardware 
store, later with black friends sitting on the front 
stoop of a gas station. Nash drew up in his car
across the road-and I sauntered over. 

We shook hands and he smiled a welcome. The 
social gavotte is such that smiles cover everything. 
I joined him in the car and we chat about speeders, 
bootleggers and the I ike. Prot,ocol dictates that 
neither of us mentions schools, which is a subject 
the whole town knows I've been asking too damn 
many questions about. 

20 

As I walked away from his car after a few minutes 
of socializing, he made a gruff Pooh-bear-like sound. 
I turned and he was standing, leaning on the car 
door. "That's a big rented car you've got there. I'd 
advise you to get it back to Little Rock right quick 
tonight." He pulled out his gun and swayed it 
vaguely in my direction. "And if I catch you doing 
anything, I'll fetch you in right quick." He was smil
ing, and I grinned back. "I'm sure you will, sir," I 
replied, in the phony Southern accent I was picking 
up despite myself. 

We shook hands with an exaggerated friendliness 
and another necessary gavotte had been danced. ' 

The schools of Strong are about a mile and half 
apart, the white one on a paved road at the east of 
the village, the black one on a clay-dust road just out
side the western limit. As with everything else in 
this incredible little world, the differences are so 
obvious they astound, yet so taken for granted that 
they seem natural. 



To the vice principal of the black Gardner school 
nothing could be further from mind than the idea of 
school desegregation. His main moment-to-moment 
worry is keeping kids from fighting in study hall and 
shouting in the corridors. As a counselor he is called 
up to read "free-choice forms" to semi-literate par
ents. These forms ask parents to indicate in which 
school they wish to enroll their child, and they 
form the basis of the school superintendent's claim 
that "we've opened up the door to the 'culud' folk. 
Now all they've got to do is walk through it." 

"I just tell them what the form says," says the of
ficial. "I say where to put the mark for the Gardner 
school and where to put the mark for the Strong 
school. They got a free choice." 

He makes no recommendations, but tradition 
dictates the choice. Nothing more overt than tradi
tion prevents immediate desegregation, although . 
beneath the surface there may be considerably more. 

One man had two of his children in the white 
school last year but sent them back to the rambling 
brick shack called Gardner, because a car once 
trailed the school bus home. His wife walked three 
miles every day to meet the kids at the pick-up point. 
But the one incident was enough to remind him that 
a dead child is dead forever. 

James Hicks, an intelligent 16-year-old, fills in his 
own free-choice form, as do all children over 15. A 
custom-a step in growing-up whose significance 
nobody can quite pin down. Last year he filled in the 
blank for the white school, but went back to Gardner 
after a semester. Unprepared for algebra, at sea with 
the physics taught at the white school, he knew that 
he must graduate with some kind of diploma before 
he reaches draft age. 

Even the diploma he gets from the black school 
will keep him from being labelled a dropout if he 
gets it before he is drafted. But "they got different 
books up at Strong. The classes 'bout a year ahead." 

A 13-year-old white kid at one point came up to 
me on the street, presumably sent to reconnoiter bv 
his father, a furniture dealer. "Excuse me, sir, but ar~ 
you in the governmint bizzness or somethin'?" I told 
him I wasn't and he pressed me with all the usual 
questions. 

Was it pride or shame in his voice when he told 
me the joke the kids in his school used to chant 
~henever there was a black kid in hearing range? 

1 smell a gar." "A Ceegar?" "No, a neegar." He be
c~~e apologetic when I looked disapproving. Both 
w ite and Negro school children in the South are 
Well drilled in the exercise of giving an adult the 
::~~onses-words, attitudes, facial expressions, and 
w ions-that are wanted. "Course I don't feel that 
rn ay myself. Me and my buddy run a bicycle shop, 
th0st of our customers are niggers. We don't mind 
us~~ as long as they don't cause no trouble with 

10· HA 13~year-old Rotarian! His father has won trips 
Ele ~wa11 and Florida for selling more General 

ctric appliances than anyone else in his zone. 
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T he 120 miles to Little Rock was a trip to some 
odd kind of sanity. For there are ways, despite 
profound local differences, in which America is 

remarkably homogeneous. People turn on in Little 
Rock. (I felt like Ginsberg in Czechoslovakia when 
someone offered me a joint.) Even in Little Rock, you 
can fall into conversations about Ravi Shankar and 
the Mothers of Invention. 

The Dobbs House Restaurants in Little Rock are 
models of a world-wide genre: antiseptic chrome 
and Arborite, waitresses whose surliness has been 
tamed by the drilling of a determined chain owner, 
and the vinyl seats and walls the designer orders by 
number from the register. 

It was astonishing to be sitting there drinking 
coffee with friends at 1 a.m. and see thirty other 
diners never raise an eyebrow while a sixteen-year
old ranted: "I seen lotsa niggers and they all smell. 
Right?" Half a dozen high schoolers with him nod in 
admiration and he rambles on. "Stamp out all the 
psychedelic drugs. Right? Bomb all those little yellow 
bastards. Right? Send all the hippies to Vietnam. 
Right?" 

The spell breaks a little as a rather mousy waitress 
whispers to the university professor with me. "Yes, 
start throwing a few flowers around and the war 
would soon be over." But she's not really serious, just 
trying to talk up our tip a little. Eventually the kids 
leave, to be replaced at the counter by three boozy 
Babbitts-men in blue suits, their wives in cocktail 
dresses-spreading another oppressive cloud of 
noise, elbowing, bad breath and racism. In the same 
way that a single off-color joke can amuse a class 
of six-year-olds on and off for a whole school year, 
reducing itself eventually to a ritual formula that gets 
a laugh from key words or gestures, so for some 
Southerners racist references are the height of 
suavity, relevance and wit at any occasion. 

French Canadians and Latins have a theory of cul
tural and economic imperialism which in part 
explains this kind of behavior. They believe it nat
ural for colonials-both the exploited and those who 
have risen from the mass to be assistant exploiters
to be demoralised, rude, and inconsiderate. In part 
this is because anyone from the South with the req
uisite ability, manners and ostensible liberalism will 
be drafted into northern structures. 

People with enough authoritarianism to get things 
done will be left behind to run things at the local 
level, but those with the grace, style and congeniality 
to get along in a large administrative center will leave 
for the larger-which is to say richer-society. And 
while the best are drained off to the Empire's center, 
in this case Manhattan, those left behind share the 
demoralizing knowledge that they do not hold the 
main functions of the society, that their culture is 
not the mainstream. Tone is set by second-raters; 
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culture dictated by the wives of hard-eyed business 
men, either on the way up or sent from the colonial 
center-the north-to look after the big thing. 

This analysis says much, and explains the destruc
tion of culture and manners in French Canada, or 
the reason Ron Karenga teaches black culture so that 
Negroes will stop being the tail end of the white. 
It is obvious , for instance, • that in any centralized 
economic structure-such as the Delian League or 
the United States-many of the most capable people 
will move to the center. 

What it fails to explain is that there are people 
who stay willingly, who reject the larger culture, for 
reasons of sentiment. There are many people caught 
up with the Faulknerian ideal, a painful love-hate 
relationship with the South . One feels , even as an 
outsider, an attraction for the conservatism-the 
ossification-which survives on the surface despite 
the industry which has been moving into the South 
since the war. One feels the urge to come here and 
settle , fit into a culture which will not move, which 
has no dynamic, which does not confront one with 
the necessity for continually finding new answers 
to new problems. Of course, change is stalking the 
South, and will come in many ways at many speeds; 
but it is possible to forget this , and most people do. 

The most passionate denunciations of racism 
come from Southerners. Northerners run the tired 
bureaucracies which can do so little to implement 
their anti-racist ideals. 

PHOTOGRAPH AL CLAYTON 

The most thoroughgoing invective against the cult 
of the gun, the willingness to show one's manhood 
through violence , comes from those who were raised 
in the Zeitgeist they criticize . 

There are people in the South who deeply love the 
indigenous myths and lore , who could do qui te well 
on the make in the northern liberal culture, but who 
don't want to, who are kept there by ties of senti
ment and tradition. 

Much of the tradition is under siege, thoug h. The 
myth holds that whites and " nigras" love one an
other , that business is done on a handshake, that the 
Southern way has a style and grace of its ow n. But 
the love is contradicted by the shootings of the Klan 
and Muhamad Ali preaching "we ' ll give the white 
man any love we 've got left when we're through 
looking after ourselves." 

Trust gives way before the incursio ns of the 
finance company and the corporate lawye r; nowa
days one has reams of legalistic prose, all enforce
able by the courts, before business is done. The 
baronial style of the plantation gives way to TV 
dinners by the swimming pool. The sureness of rela
tionships, the trust, the style, all are threat ened, yet 
the only alternative in sight is northern liberal cul
ture which is obviously patently unwo rkable and 
evil. The· mental set of the old South, then, is 
paranoia. 

It is customary in Arkansas, as in Harlem where so 
many southern blacks live, for the "cul ud folks" to 
carve each other up on Friday and Saturday nights. 
Friday and Saturdays are economically dictat ed dates. 
One has money for booze without the necessity of 
working the next day. Custom and socia l psychosis 
become one. It is customary for the polic e not to in
tervene. As in the British colonies, anything that does 
not affect the white man is looked on as a native 
rite. 

That killings can be thought normal is symptomat 
ic of the demoralization of a collapsing culture. 
Yet it is obvious to conservative Southe rners that 
" our" culture is not working. We have all th~ 
beatniks and hippies and divorcees and alcohohcs 
and queers and communists and-the idea shock: 
people who do not go to church. "We" are causing 
a war , while their boys are the ones with the guts to 
go fight it. 

Historically , tory cultures give way to lib eral ones 
but the collapse of the tory South is happening a 
precisely the time when corporate liberalis m canno 
even win youth by osmosis or Vietnamese b~ for~e. 
How much less chance it has in the South, w hich 
at least memories of a viable culture bef? ~e h: 
pitality was a shared slug of bourbon and religion 
came the ranting of fools . 

There is much distress when a culture falls apa 
but there is no going back . The appropriate quote. 
perhaps , is one from No Exit : "Well, let's get 
with it. " 
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The views of the writers of editorials for American 
newspapers are available to any who are willing to 
read. But the feelings of these men about what they 
write are seldom known by any other than their 
families or journalistic colleagues. 

When the National Conference of Editorial Writers 
met in Nashville in October, both the views and feel-

By SIG GISSLER 

ings of these editors about riots in the cities were on 
display. 

Sig Gissler, editorial writer for the Milwaukee 
Journal, wrote the attached for the Masthead, quar
terly publication of the National Conference of Edi
torial Writers. We reprint this from their winter issue 
by permission. 

0 utwardly, America's editorial writers arrived 
at the Nashville conference bearing no scars 
of the urban riots of 1967. Some had plunged 

as valorous observers into convulsed ghettos, heard 
the ricochet of sniper bullets, saw the flash of fire
bombs and perhaps ripped the knee out of a good 
pair of trousers. But casualties-the dead, maimed 
and homeless-were drawn chiefly from the less ex
alted. 

Still, except for several southern brethren possibly 
more amused than horrified by racial tumult among 
"northern hypocrites," the editorialists carried 
wounds of a sort-inwardly, psychologically. For 
many, bewilderment and pessimism had jarringly 
dislodged pontification and confidence in the in
evitability of progress. For many, stately assertions 
about the "great American dream" would never 
again roll so easily through their typewriters. 

It was, in short, a gathering of the shellshocked. 
I observed the mental bruises not only during 

cocktail party conversation but also as a member of 
a special critique group examining riot-related edi
torials and, later, as part of the audience listening to 
a panel discussion by editors from violence-racked 
cities. Again and again, two levels of thought 
emerged. 

On one level, there were the things that editorial 
writers were saying in print-comments that have 
become almost the cliches of civic catastrophe. Law 

HE SHELLSHOCKED 
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and order, they insisted, must prevail, by threat of 
superior force if possible, by use of club, bayonet 
and machine gun if necessary. Concurrently, the de
humanizing conditions that can both spark and fuel 
rioting must be attacked with utmost urgency and 
imagination. Some differed as to how much the 
riots were related to civil rights and how much they 
were simply an expression of hoodlumism. But few 
denied that the black ghetto is America's leading 
manufacturer of wrath. 

On the other level, there were the questions edi
torial writers were asking one another: Are we de
luding ourselves about being able to liquidate with 
adequate haste the dreadful consequences of 300 
years of slavery and 100 years of subsequent neglect? 
Are we indeed faced with a "lost generation," a 
large mass of Negroes so beyond salvation that we 
can only hope to "keep the lid on" while we con
centrate on Negro children and build desperately 
for the future? Has perpetual rage become such a 
fact of city life that it is now nearly impossible to 
accelerate social programs without giving the distinct 
impression that "violence will be rewarded"? 

The panel discussion eloquently exemplified the 
soul-searching of shaken men. The participants
James Bassett, editorial pages director, Los Angeles 
Times; James Clendinen, editor, Tampa (Fla.) 
Tribune; Paul Ringler, associate editor, Milwaukee 
Journal; Wilbur Elston, associate editor, Detroit 
News; Robert Smith, executive editor, Minneapolis 
Star; and Calvin Mayne, associate editor, Rochester 
(N.Y.) Times-Union-groped mightily. In sum, they 
offered a contrary mixture of cautious hope and 
growing fear, a few guidelines for editorial conduct 
and no simple solutions: 
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BEWARE OF GENERALIZATIONS. Even ghetto Ne
groes are not homogeneous; they compos e a variety 
of subcultures that white readers-and w hite editors 
-must come to understand. Further, despite surface 
similarities, the elements of a riot in one ci ty do not 
match neatly those in another. Housing may be the 
central issue in Milwaukee while "police brutality' ' 
may top the list in Detroit. And even the complaints 
can mislead. Bassett explained that "br utality " can 
be on the tip of a tongue as well as the end of a 
nightstick, as when a policeman patroniz ingly calls 
a Negro woman by her first name. 

HOPE CAN BE BOTH FRIEND AND FOE. A grow
ing sense of hope among Negroes is necessary to 
blunt the spread of urban fury, yet as expectation 
rise, so does the Negro anger at broke n promises 
Mayne observed that oppressed people do not revolt 
until they taste freedom, hunger for a fuller share 
and are denied. "Cities which have made consider• 
able progress, relatively, on solving prob lems of the 
Negro poor may actually be more suscept ible to riot 
ing," he said. Bassett seemed to agree, noting tha 
disappointment can "flare into destr uctive anger' 
when a Negro finds he is no better off than he . 
"at the outset of an oversold prog ram." Sm• 
warned that remedial programs co uld backfi 
badly if "we simply build a nice new shiny ghetto 
replace the old one." 

POLICE ACTION CAN BE TRICKY. W hen violen 
explodes, force must be applied wit ~ g~eat ca~; 
and a little prayer. Elston and others indicated 
under-reaction of authorities, as in Det roit, can be i 

dangerous as over-reaction, as in Newark. Roche5fe 
Minneapolis and Milwaukee were able to conta 
violence through a combination of goo d luck an 



the quick , well organized application of superior 
force. Tampa employed a "white hat patrol," young 
Negroes sent out by the sheriff to calm potential 
troublemakers, Clendinen reported. But he cau
tioned against making too much of the experiment 
because eventually the "white hats" would be looked 
upon as " Uncle Toms and police informers." He 
described the patrol as a successful "emergency 
measure" with little worth as a "permanent institu-

tion." 
EDITORIALS LIMITED, BUT USEFUL WEAPONS. 

They are not likely to be read by ghetto dwellers and, 
as Clendinen commented, " You can't snuff out a 
firebomb with a blast of editorial indignation." But 
panelists agreed that calm, reasonable editorials 
must continue to spotlight problems . "Our mission,'' 
Bassett declared, "is keeping the Establishment 's feet 
to the fire , heating up that sense of urgency without 
which we will slip back into the same dangerous 
apathy that preceded Watts-and which will threat
en us all during the next cold winter lull." Panelists 
also stressed the vital importance of comprehensive 
news coverage . "As for the Milwaukee Journal," 
Ringler said, "we will continue to tell the story as 

accurately and completely and responsibly as we 
can. We have spent 85 years establishing the paper 
as the one place where readers can find out what 
is going on in the community, and we aren't about 
to destroy this reader confidence for anyone." 

The panelists left few comforting thoughts for the 
future. Often heard was the plea for better communi
cation between the races, between, as Bassett 
phrased it, "the oblivious Haves and the bitter Have
Nots." Yet, a show of hands in the audience revealed 
that while many papers have Negro reporters, none 
had a Negro editorial writer. 

Looking back on the scorched earth of Detroit, 
Elston said : "The question now is whether Detroit 
and other U.S. cities can digest their Negro minori
ties fast enough to prevent more outbreaks of vio
lence or whether they will get so bogged down in 
plans to preserve law and order that civil rights 
progress will cease. My own concern is that the new 
white backlash will require public officials to pay so 
much attention to riot control plans that progress 
will · be too slow to satisfy even moderate Negro 
leaders. I'm not optimistic." 

He was not alone. 



TOM COLEMAN IN 
ETCHING: AK SAR BEN 23½x17½ 
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EBRASKA 
TOM COLEMAN 

By DENNIS AKIN 

The "golden age" of the mod
ern renaissance in the graphic 
arts is surely under way now, 

for some of the most remarkable 
work in the whole of visual ex
pression is being achieved by con
temporary printmakers. 

The number of young artists 
who have chosen to develop their 
images in the graphic processes is 
growing, and some who are re
sponsible for printmaking's vitality 
are James Burke (in the south), 
Don Cortese and Peter Milton (in 
the east), Berk Chappell (in the 
west), and Warrington Colescott, 
David Driesbach, R. H. Hayes, 
Sharon Kay Behrends, and Tom 
Coleman (in the midwest). 

Coleman, particularly, can be 
considered a premier artist in any 
listing of important printmakers 
on the basis of his esthetic ma
turity. His artistic development de
scribes in classical manner how 
the modern tradition, both institu
tionally and conceptually, is con
tinued. 

This manner is accomplished 
through the professor-student re
lationship, which is the modern 
equivalent for the master-appren
tice system of earlier times; it is 
easily discerned in many art de
partments on campuses across the 
country. Indeed, the graphic arts. 
or printmaking, which is funda
mentally the processes of etching, 
engraving, woodcuts, linoleum 
cuts, serigraphy (silk-screen), and 
lithography, has been nurtured at 
the university and college. 

There are two essential reasons 
for this: the university has become 
the lodging for the artist who 
teaches in order to support him
self and his family; and univer
sities, responding to the competi
tion that exists for students in all 
academic areas-even art-have 
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raised budget allotments so that 
expensive equipment, such as 
etching presses, can be purchased. 
The artist ordinarily could not af
ford to get this equipment for 
himself, and in off-hours the artist 
can use it for his own work. 

A notable and important impact 
on the graphic arts has occurred 
at the University of Iowa, particu
larly through the influence of a 
dynamic printmaker, Mauricio 
Lasansky. The excellence of Lasan
sky's work, plus the charismatic 
quality of the man, attracted many 
young artists of the 40's and SO's 
to his graduate program at Iowa, 
and out of it came printmakers 
destined for other universities and 
colleges where they would begin 
the development of their own de
partments. 

Two artists who personify that 
recurring process are Wendell 
Black at the University of Colo
rado, and John Talleur at the Uni
versity of Kansas. Both are gradu
ates of Iowa, and each went to 
other univers1t1es to develop 
printmaking programs. Black's ac
complishments are extraordinary, 
and Talleur's no less. In 1956 Tal
leur found one small etching press 
in an inadequate room at the end 
of a hall, and from that meager be
ginning has developed his print
making program to a level which 
attracts outstanding graphic stu
dents from the midwest. It was 
Talleur's program in printmaking 
at Kansas out of which came Tom 
Coleman, and he in turn is con
tinuing this process at the Uni
versity of Nebraska. 

Though Lasansky, Talleur, and 
Coleman are faced with the prob
lems of the professor-program de
veloper, there is a more crucial 
relationship seen in their oeuvre: 
a constant concern with the rather 
specific image of man in situations 
where he is affected by and is af
fecting other men. But, as artists 
must, Coleman has chosen a varia
tion which suits his own tempera
ment: he has a constant delight 
in the curious manner of man 
moving through a world that is 
transformed by his presence. 
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Though the delight is tempered by 
Coleman's understanding that the 
gonfalon of man's spirit is tattered, 
with compassion stitched on one 
side and violence on the other: 
the banner of the bittersweet sub
stance of man. 

C oleman, then, is caught up 
in the poignant and forever 
modern dilemma of man 

living in a world whose meaning 
is largely perceived through the 
insights derived from paradox. He 
exposes these dilemmas, objecti
fying them, so that we might re
flect upon what the constant con
sequences of men are. 

Thus, in the etching "Crop
duster," we see man hurtling 
through space, hoping to find 
there a special freedom, yet dis
covering that he is victim rather 
than master. Another variation 
upon this theme is seen in his re
cent "Midwestern Landscape": 
what had been created by man as 
a haven is found to be a kind of 
hell. This landscape, as serene 
as Rembrandt's "Goldweigher's 
Field," is interrupted by the jarring 
intrusion of a SAC scramble. And 
in "UFO" are seen the nightmare 
conjurings of men and women 
when confronted with the un
known of outer space. The fantas
tic shapes, always human and 
therefore inviting another sort of 
hell, whirl and vibrate into a black 
and endless habitat. 

Coleman is typical of the sec
ond generation printmakers who 
are sustaining the "golden age" 
in that he is capable of an im
mensely rich handling of media, 
and we are missing a large portion 
of the impact of his work unless 
we examine closely the way he 
achieves his images. In most in
stances he chooses to exert what 
might be called a loose control 
over the processes and tools that 
he uses. This is to say that he has 
disciplined himself to a point 
where he understands the po
tential of them enough to take 
advantage of accidents that may 
occur in the biting of a plate, for 
example, or the correcting of a 
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line. So that the tools and proc
esses which are used most ef
fectively by Coleman will blend 
their usual qualities with the for
tuitous. A brief description of 
the basic instruments and pro
cedures used by printmakers will 
let us respond to Coleman's work 
on this second level of content. 

The burin is an engraving tool 
used to plow directly into the 
metal plate upon which goes the 
artist's images. (The metal is most 
often copper or zinc, though 
Coleman sometimes uses mag
nesium, as in "Midwestern Land
scape.") The engraved line is 
usually seen as a crisp, while fair
ly broad line, when it is printed on 
paper. The etching "Ak Sar Ben" 
uses the engraved line in the plant 
forms. 

ENGRAVING 

The etching needle is used 
to draw through an acid resistant 
substance called "ground," made 
largely of asphaltum, exposing the 
metal. The plate is then sub
merged in a bath of diluted acid, 
either hydrochloric or nitric acid 
depending on the metal of the 
plate, which causes the line to be 
eaten into the metal. It is usually 
seen as a very flexible and deli
cate line. The etched line is beau
tifully used in the trees of "Mid
western Landscape." 

ETCHED LINE 

T he material softground results 
when asphaltum is mixed with 
grease to keep it from harden

ing and is spread on the plate. Va
rieties of textures can be pressed 
into it, and the pressure forces 
the texture to the metal, exposing 
it. The plate is then submerged 
into an acid bath which eats the 
textural pattern into the plate. An 
effective use of softground is seen 
in "Postcard." Aquatint is the ef-



feet caused by acid eating into 
the plate around particles of resin 
dust, and when printed on paper 
is seen to be an even, gray area, 
granular in appearance. It can be 
controlled by a scraper, which 
can remove it or lighten it, or by 
blocking out portions of it with 
varnish before it gets to the acid 
bath. The subtle use of aquatint 
is seen in "Cropduster." 

AQUA TINT 

Coleman, however, uses some 
Processes which were unavailable 
~r _simp!y underdeveloped by 
arlier printmakers: photo-electric 

engraving is used to sensitize a 
dr · 
(Tting or collage to the metal. 
. is process was also used effec-

tively b R . th Y ouault.) The result 1s 
i en modified by directly work
ng on the plate with burin 
need! ' p e, or scraper. Thus, in this 
t~ocess, there is a combination of 

e Photographic with the auto
graphic, as in "UFO." 
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PHOTOELECTRIC ENGRAVING 

Too, though there are growing 
numbers of artists doing this, 
Coleman cuts the plate into a 
variety of shapes which are re
fitted to compose the etching. 
This results in the use of the print
ing paper as a space-factor, en
riching the two-dimensional ar
rangement, and bringing a modest 
sculptured quality to the etching 
as the paper projects in bas-relief 
fashion, as in "Midwestern Land
scape." 

BAS-RELIEF 
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However, it is the artist's con
trol of media and his ultimate ex
pression of content beyond just 
media manipulation that deter
mines the strength of the artist. 
Coleman's expressive statement is 
that of a man familiar with the 
past, but deeply commited to man 
and his manners now. His pas
sionate contemporaneity causes 
him to choose his subjects largely 
from direct, and consequently lo
cal situations, as his "Midwestern 
Landscape," and "Ak Sar Ben," 
demonstrate. It's seen, then, that 
his genius lies in his ability to use 
the mundane to enlighten and en
rich, while remaining apart from 
that portion of the American scene 
that might pulverize his visual 
poems into a paraphrase. Finally, 
Coleman's work is profoundly af
fecting in that its fundamental 
character is an extension of a real
ly modern man who works best 
in the midwest, keeping free from 
a bravado that is "as American as 
cherry pie." 

The last time I saw Tom Cole
man was at a foreign film at the 
theater on the Wichita University 
campus and our meeting was of 
no consequence other than we 
had not seen each other since we 
had been in school together. 
What is important to me is the 
memory of Tom sitting in the 
Kansas University Art Museum 
Library eating carrot sticks. The 
memory is indelible: this was the 
right thing to do in an art library '. 
Now, Tom has stepped out of the 
library and into American culture, 
and the sound he makes eating 
from his esthetic bag of carrot 
sticks has just the right crunch. 
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SISTER LUCE 

lister Luce is crazy if she only is an aunt. 
I see her bleached eyes and they stare terrible 
and beyond all desire for explanation 
and she no longer puts her hand on my head 

• it took to make me realize 
fference between distaste and horror. 
when she lies down she folds her hands 

he has seen it done in hundreds of caskets 
pretends she is a corpse 
is angry with me that it isn't so. 
not even permitted to sympathize 

But I am permitted to give thanks that 
she no longer puts her hands on my head 
and this freedom is as precious as any other, I suppose. 

-NEAL ELLIS 

TO AN UNKNOWN BIRD ING 

This over-sized canary 
perched imperiously on my fence 
puffs out his yellow chest 
a veritable Master Sergeant of a bl 
with striped helmet on his head 
and wings like a khaki tunic. 
He snaps out his three syllable co 
Nitch-he-voe 
a strange native locution 
but something obviously defiant an 
like: 
Itch my toe! 

But all that pride is obsolete. 
We Invaders have his number 
and can dispose of him anytime at 
by poisoning his mess. 
Ask him where the hosts of proud 
in the lands we conquered last. 



Schizophrenia • 1n Iowa 

ETCHING· FLIGHT 

The Second Biennial Conference on Modern 
Letters at the University of Iowa, organized by 
Robert Sayre around the theme of "The New 

~~otesque," turned out to be a very significant 
appening," a kind of symbolic action that illumi

nated the situation of American intellectuals in sur-
prising h . u h ways. T e first speaker, Werner Berthoff told 

1.t t at the novel was in trouble, and, like his master, 
caenry James, proceeded to tell us how thin Ameri-

n culture is w . 
B he have all heard these tunes too many times. 
ert off 1 ·k assu , 1 e everyone else at this conference who 

med traditional stances and proposed to con-

BY STEPHEN SHAPIRO 

DON CORTESE 

duct literary business as usual, found himself sur
rounded by radicals. This Conference was dominated 
by an awareness that a few days earlier, thousands of 
students at the University of Wisconsin had pro
tested against the presence of napalm salesmen on 
their campus, that all over the country students were 
participating in draft resistance, that as our discus
sions came to a climax, long lines of people were 
converging on the Pentagon to confront the war
makers. 

In such a charged atmosphere, it was almost im
possible to discuss the conventions of realistic or 
post-realistic literature. And although Robert Cree-
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ley, Stanley Elkin, Robert Kelly, and Jakov Lind read 
from their works, it was difficult to relish the play 
of art during those days, October 19-21. As Carl 
Og lesby remarked: "Vietnam is having its revenge. 
Our best things have been poisoned by the war." 

The major fact abo ut this Conference was that it 
forced American inte ll ectuals raised in the apolitical 
atmosphere of the 1950s to grapple with the prob
lems of l iterature and po l itics, thus clearly signaling 
a new direction in the literary situation of our time. 
We were al l discovering or rediscovering the power 
of history to change our lives, to deflect interest from 
business as usual to the problem of the intellec
tuals' respo nsibi l ity to confront a corrupt society. 

W ri ters and professors who wou ld prefer to dwell 
in a time less world of words, in a land of universal 
l iterary categories, were discovering that we are of 
our own t ime; that we cannot escape the moral pres
sure being generated now against police violence in 
America and anti-Communist aggression abroad. 
What Sartre discovered in the Resistance Movement 
during World War 11, we are discovering now-one 
must commit oneself to the present. The growing 
confidence of radical criticism of our society, the 
growing guilt of the liberals, the sense that things 
are changing-these were the striking features of 
the Conference. 

The San Francisco Mime Troupe gave a brilliant 
performance of their adaption of Goldoni's L' Amant 
Militaire on Thursday and Friday evenings, making 
the audience see that play about the military and 
financial rape of Italy by Spain as a mirror of our 
own activities in Vietnam. For the Mime Troupe, art 
is what Sartre called a burning mirror. It confronts 
its audience with an image of itself in order to 
change the consciousness of the audience. To point 
the moral of the play, Ronnie Davis took off his mask 
and said to us what he said at the University of Wis
consin: "This is your society: change it. Or, if you 
can't change it, destroy it." 

Davis and his group originated and still reflect 
some of the best values of the San Francisco scene. 
If something has to be done, do it. You. By yourself. 
Davis is an exemplar and he is conscious of leading 
an exemplary life. He goes to jail as an exemplar, 
challenges our values as someone who lives by his 
own. And he made his message outrageously clear 
in his "lecture" on realism. 

The Mime Troupe, of course, has revived the tradi
tions of Commedia Dell' Arte. Davis suggested that 
the traditions of realism are now unusable because 
contemporary reality is so grotesque that only a 
burlesque or surreal style is adequate to handle it. 
How can you satirize LBJ? He is already a satire. 
Every word the man speaks is self-parody. The war 
on poverty is the funniest show going. What can you 
do to Johnson but quote Johnson? What can you say 
to ex-president Eisenhower's evaluation of the U-2 
incident, "Perhaps we should not have lied"? 
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Davis also argued that realism simp ly presents 
an audience with an experience of somet hing grim 
without challenging the assumptions unde rlying the 
experience. That is, realism can leave an audience 
feeling very satisfied with itself beca use it has vi
cariously experienced the lives of unfort unate peo
ple. It now "understands." Davis' thea ter is not so 
comfortable. It is analytical, mora l, and anti
aesthetic. It keeps breaking its frame to te ll us: "Get 
off your ass and he lp stop this bloody ju ggernaut." 

Standing inside the machine-the University of 
Iowa is part of the Establ ishment mac hine , all uni
versities are part of the m ilitary-industria l machine
Davis said, "Separate yo urself from the machine . 
Drop out. Stop helping the wheels tu rn." He poured 
scorn on "radicals in residence," on peo ple Irving 
Howe calls "guerillas with tenure." He atta cked both 
the ownership of property and Establ ishment intel
lectual's obsession with his intellectua l p roperty, his 
"fie ld," his "book." His book is probab ly published 
by a company owned by another compa ny that owns 
us all. 

Davis is a revolutionary, an anarchist, and in some 
ways a very humble man. (Please remember that 
anarchists do not oppose order-they oppose domi
nation, rule.) He does not say "Do my thing! " He 
says, "Do your thing." But first you have to know 
what you are doing. Who is using yo u and what you 
are doing. Is the CIA using you? What are you selling 
and who is paying you to sell it? Ronnie Davis is not 
for sale. His company is in debt from posting bond 
after getting arrested-for telling the truth . The 
Mime Troupe is squarely in the great tradition of 
Holy Fools. 

Paul Krassner's "Eulogy to Lenny Bruce" told us 
more about the price of telling the truth in _this 
country. Bruce was a genius. He could coniure 

up worlds almost instantaneous ly. The power of 
imagination is the power to restruct ure the world of 
fact; Bruce had that power. He cou ld see, and make 
us see, the Pope as a dope addict-a nd turn that 
image into a source of insight. He became obsessed 
with obscenity laws after the machi nery of the courts 
began to grind the absurdity and hypocrisy of our 
legal system into his bones. He offe red us his agony 
and his wit. He did what all great comedy d_oes 
deflating the pretentious and the pow erful by view-

. I func-ing them from the perspective of the anIma 
tions. Sex and Shit are the great eq ualizers. d 

Krassner, like Davis, stood inside the machine , a; t 
with a curious impunity, said all the words ~ at 
Bruce went to jail for saying. Perhaps Krassner's ~~ 
story was the now-legendary exp loit of the boy w d 
took two ' buckets of shit into his loca l draft b~3

', 

h f. t " shit-in. and dumped them into the files. T e 1rs . he 
Krassner's talent is like that of Bruce in a wa~-the 
made us see the whole scene as a small ?r~m~, the 
boy marching confidently into the building, 



intimidated officials giving him directions; the cli
max. Hearing this story and looking around at the 
very institutional surroundings, remembering the 
sophisticated, esoteric sublanguage spoken by Pro
fessor Richard Poirier (another James scholar) in the 
lecture preceding Krassner's, one began to wonder 
whether Krassner could possibly be real. 
,, Radicals were standing up in places reserved for 
responsible" specialists and questioning the audi

ence' · h . s rig t to exist, and the audience was applaud-
ing. The audience was a liberal audience, both in and 
against the system. They were moderates, but they 
Were beginning to realize that the liberal's position 
Was b · 
ch ~ing eroded under their feet. They were not yet 
p angrng their lives, but they were willing to applaud 
n~~ple who told them to change. And they were 
re t ~le t~ defend themselves against criticism diIii e a_gainst their life styles, against their concep-

; of life as private reality. 
but ~b~rt Creeley has a very moving personal style, 
bod· ~rs sometimes incoherent, and he perfectly em

ie the divided mind of the Conference. He 
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spoke against the abominations of the war and the 
lies emanating from Washington and read some 
statements by William Burroughs. But Creeley really 
wanted to tell us about the power of the literary 
imagination. So he pointed at some empty chairs 
and said, "There are people in the chairs." He could 
make us see people in those chairs. There is no ques
tiqn that he is right when he says that writing creates 
reality, that books are things, that "language can 
create a place to be." Literature traditionally affirms 
the position that the imagination is the true man, 
that you can live in your own head: The study of 
literature in our universities continues to promote 
the notion that art is autonomous and non referential. 

The question, however, is not whether we can live 
a private reality, but whether, given the historical sit
uation we find ourselves in, we should. (It was dis
appointing that Pasternak's Doctor Zhivago and 
Mann's Doktor Faustus were not discussed.) I do not 
question the value of art, nor did Carl Oglesby when 
he asked, "When the house is burning down, does 
the poet have the right to finish the poem?" The 
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problem is one of the morality of play in a time of 
great social stress. Nobody was suggesting that art 
must cease until there is peace or that socialist 
realism is the one true artform, but there was a sense 
that a man who feels horrified at the present situa
tion and who then sits down and writes a poem 
about it or reads a poem about it, and then writes 
or reads another poem, and then another one, is 
locked into a world of words, fails to complete a 
process that leads from thought to action, public 
action, commitment. 

The problem is a failure of imagination. We are 
now, after all, very sophisticated about episte
mological problems, about reality as words, 

about the symbolic representation or construction of 
reality. We are free to decide that President Johnson 
exists in our imagination and only there (as Creeley 
insisted), or we are free to recognize that we exist 
in President Johnson's imagination, that we inhabit 
the world he makes more than he inhabits the world 
we make out of words. We are free to choose ir
relevance. 

What are we going to allow to be read for us? That 
is the central question. Our own consciousness is 
real, our friends are real, our family is real. But are 
the black people in the ghettoes real? Are the Viet
namese children real? 
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ORA DENNIS AKIN 

The Greek word "idiot" means privat e citizen 
Artists, professors, and students who consi der art th· 
highest human category are moral idiots. W e do no~ 
exist to serve books-books are made to serve us 
Radicals are now bringing relentless mora l pressu~ · 
to bear on the liberal's attempt to dwell in a privat: 
reality. Much of that pressure is being gene rated on 
the campuses by SOS and radical Christia n groups 
When a religious man, a great artist, or a politicai 
radical looks at the world, he sees more than his 
own needs and satisfactions, he sees the needs of 
other men, men outside his class or nation. That kind 
of seeing leads to action in their behalf. That kind 
of seeing constitutes moral ir:'1agination-:-so mething 
our leaders sadly lack, choosing to profitee r instead 
on manipulated moral indigation at imagi ned situa
tions in the communist countries. Moral imagination 
which affirms that mankind is one body, destroy~ 
the official American worldview in an instant. 

In one seminar, a professor was trying to get Jakov 
Lind to analyze the modes of his imaginat ion or to 
comment on the forms of his stories. Lind responded 
with an eloquent plea for us to concern ourselves 
with the things that really matter: the avoidance of 
atomic war; the necessity to recognize the cannibal
ism that has made life in our century hellish; the 
necessity to love. An Austrian Jew who escaped from 
the Nazis in 1938, Lind now lives in London. He has 
written a cycle of three books about the w ar and its 
effects on postwar consciousness: Soul of Wood, 
Landscape in Concrete, Ergo. They are harrowing 
books. 

Lind is a gentle man with a haunted imagination. 
He did not want to talk about his craft. He did not 
worry about being considered "a nti-literary.' ' 
"Look," he said, "I am a moralist." There are more 
important things to talk about than form . Sol Yurick, 
the author of Fertig, The Warriors, and The Bag is 
another author who had important things to talk 
about-how to expose and change the American 
Establishment. 

C arl Oglesby, one of the necessary social critics 
in America, gave the final lect ure. It was 
called "The Deserters-the Contemporary 

Defeat of Fiction." Oglesby is a man w ho looks like 
Christ Crucified. He would like to retreat from 
politics and write songs. But he cannot. He would 
easily be able to make it in The System. But he 
chooses not to. He is committed to making a revolu· 
tion in America. His strategy in this essay was to use 
Camus and Joseph Heller as examples of artists who 
fail to give meaning to history. Literature is a form 
of history: novels imply worlds. Heller and Camus 
imply that the world is unchangeab le; therefore they 

. . private are reprieved; they may desert, escape into a . I 
reality, go to a neutral Sweden or the metaphysica 
elegance of Sisyphus' labors. 



I think that Oglesby simplified and distorted 
Camus' position somewhat; yet it is undeniable that 
Camus considered his private life as his real life and 
history as a kind of outrageous intrusion into his self 
communion. But Oglesby was unconsciously quoting 
Camus when he asserted that silence was no longer 
an alternative; everyone is a partisan; silence sup
ports the ?atus Qu? in active ways. Oglesby was 
certainly right to point out that most people today 
join Yossarian in a metaphorical escape to a Sweden 
which is everywhere: in the Haight-Ashbury, in ab
stract art , in Marshall McLuhan, in Black Humor . His
tory is only absurd if men let it be absurd. To exist 
in history is not a category for an intellectual to 
ponder , but a fact and a moral imperative. 

To be a revolutionary in America is to be in a 
unique situation. Traditionally, revolutionaries speak 
for and identify with an oppressed majority. In 
America, revolutionaries must oppose a middle-class 
culture that essentially oppresses itself in the act of 
repressing American minorities and engaging in 
counter-revolution abroad. The task of the American 
revolutionary is to persuade his fellow Americans 
that affluent alienation is not a private disease but a 
social problem; to persuade them that corporate 
liberal society does not accidentally produce Viet
nams; it makes such wars inevitable; to persuade 
them that the apparently utopian vision of a com
munity of liberated individuals can become a reality. 
Carl Oglesby incarnates revolutionary idealism with 
great sophistication and exemplary passion. As one 
liberal professor admiringly, if reluctantly, admitted, 
" If Carl Oglesby were running for office, I would 
vote for him." A student asked, "And what will you 
do when Carl Oglesby goes to jail?" In our free so
ciety, FBI agents are as common as dogs. 

Professor Robert Scholes of the University of Iowa 
offered a very humorous summation of the Confer
ence by parodying the summation of a conference. 
He concluded nothing, answered every question he 
asked with another question. This too was a kind 
of symbolic act. Scholes is an excellent critic, and 
stoutly maintains that his job is to teach reading and 
Writing. He refuses to be an exemplar. He is a pro
fessional scholar, not a politician. Therefore all he 
can do by way of drawing conclusions and taking 
Positions is to humorously indicate the complexity 
?f the problems and to suggest that perhaps it is 
impossible to conclude anything. Can we rest in 
ambiguity? 

H ow do we judge the German professors who 
conducted business as usual while Hitler 
murdered millions of people? A liberal re

~_Ponds by saying it is not yet that time. We can still 
'~e in a private reality without suffering irredeem
~- le guilt. What time is it? Carl Oglesby points to the 

1
~ clock on the Pentagon; liberals look at their 

Wristwatches. What time is it? Again , one feels a 
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curious kind of unreality. In Iowa City everything 
seemed normal: the beer tasted right; the leaves 
were burning gold and red in the sunlight; the girls 
were pretty. Yet in Oakland and in Washington 
heads were being broken by policemen; bayonets 
were drawn. What time is it? It is a question of imagi
nation. What shall we allow to be real? 

Part of the drama enacted at the Iowa Conference 
was a submerged conflict between two concepts of 
education. Radicals insist that education be the edu
cation of the whole man; knowledge, personality, 
and politics should be fused into ·a life style. A radi
cal's best argument is always the ethical appeal oJ his 
own life. (This is, of course, true of the saint, too.) 
The liberal or the defender of the Establishment has 
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already accepted a notion of education based upon 
specialization and the fragmentation of the human 
personality. A professor of ethics or political science 
need not do anything or be anybody in particular as 
long as he performs his function. 

But men are not functions. Salvation means whole
ness. The struggle for an integrated, relevant educa
tion is a struggle with desperately important political 
and spiritual consequences. The value of the individ
ual human life is inseparably wedded to the notion 
that one man can understand, judge, and help to 
change his world. If we accept the notion that the 
best education is the education that most efficiently 
gears a person to service the machine of the State, 
we doom ourselves to totalitarian rule. In order to 
remain individuals, in order to sustain the idea of 
the individual human life as the source of value , 
every individual must take responsibility for the 
whole world. To say, "I don't care about the Viet 
namese or the Negroes" is to condemn yourself. 

0 ne of the great barriers to political commit
ment in this country is the typical American 
illusion about the inevitable dirtiness of 

politics and the moral superiority of withdrawal. 
Millions of Americans refuse to act because they 
are waiting for innocent alternatives . The Vietcong 
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use terror ; the Black militants use terror; the Resis
tance is talking about using violence-therefore, as 
Carl Oglesby might say, " pure " Americans feel justi
fied in washing their hands and deserting. "One side 
is as bad as the other." But one can only compare 
similar things . The military power of the State used to 
enslave people is not the same as the essentially sacri
ficial violence used by helpless people to free them
selves. 

The question is not how violence can ever be 
justified, but how can anyone justify inactivity in the 
face of the frozen but immensely volatile violence 
that structures and supports the policies of our gov
erment? "What violence? " you may say as you look 
around you at your comfortable and secure room. 
Who could even dream of revolution? Is the blood 
of others ever real? Once again, it is a problem of 
moral imagination. Radicals do not want to argue 
about whether the failures of the United States _ar~ 
worse than the failures of the Soviet Union. A radica 
is concerned only with the gap between his recogni· 
tion of a rotten reality and his vision of an achieva~le 
possibility. The world is and is not made of wor s. 
Words can sustain one 's faith in the Welfare-Warfare 
state or persuade one to oppose it. But the world c~n 

• · te 1n 
be changed only if words drive men to part1cipa 
political organization and action. 



NINE NATIVE SCENES 

In Alaska, a Chilkat Indian , his stomach 
Rumbling , explains his native craft 
To three white Brownies and a profe ssional publicist, 
Who is out of sight, bored stiff, and too cold to smoke . 

II 
Last night on Belle Isle, a girl of sixteen , 
A runaway, placed her cheeks against an old oak tree 
Whose roots lay out twisted , but solid in any 
Weather, and spoke in colors of her hungry soul. 

Ill 
In Oakland, in front of the bus depot , 
A man in a long brown gown stands behind 
A placard named "Alma Come Back." His toes appear 
As neat red acorns , all in a row. 

IV 
Opposite the Northland Nursing Home , a man and wife , 
Body to body, describe whole dreams. 
Once, a flashing red light woke them , momentarily. 
The snow, bone white , continues everywhere. 

V 
In Hartford, a teacher stays in a small room 
With black cats and strange plants that grow 
Large in gray seasons. His peers wonder why . 
Next year his superiors will not ask him back. 

VI 
From a motor hotel in St. Paul : " We stayed 
Here last night. Took the packers till four a.m. 
To finish . Ugh! Pat's baby boy was born dead 
At four-thirty . She is awfully bad. Love, Corky. " 

VII 
In Des Moines , native ladies are gathered round 
A room on laid-out comic strips and recipes 
From the Register and Tribun e. Busy as bees, they 
Learn the art of feeling wet naked plaster . 

VIII 
In Detroit , inside the bleak Grecian Gardens , 
A black-eyed singer with ivory knees wiggles 
Her chunky fingers for Sobel , the artist who suffers 
One wish: a dish of pressed duck to escape the routine. 

IX 
Below my den , workmen chain ed to a manic saw 
Attack the dyin g elm . But that 's the way 
On this cheap street: you perform in the raw 
Circle of thin gs, or lose. 

-GARY GILDNER 
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Mr . Slavitt's essay is part of the distinguished new collec
tion of views of the film experience, Man and the Movies. 
edited by W. R. Robinson and published by LSU Press (371 
pp., $7.95). 

Other contributors to the vo lume include Leslie Fiedler. 
Nathan Scott, R. V. Cassi/I, and a dozen others; we especiallr 
recommend poet Fred Chappe /l 's "26 Proposit ions About 
Skin Flicks," one of the most helpful assessments of the anti
erotic elements of popular culture we've see.-EDS. 

CRITICS AND CRITICISM 
By DAVID SLAVITT 

Copyright© 1967, LSU Press 

My daddy," says the first litt le first-grade kid, 
"is a dentist." 

"Very good, Harvey," says the teacher. 
"And you, Edna? What does your daddy do?" 

"My daddy is a grocer ." 
"Very good. And Jimmy, what does your daddy 

do?" 
"My daddy p lays the piano in a whorehouse." 
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Consternatio n ! Shock! Fury! And off to the prrn. 

pal's office, where little Jimmy is asked to expla~n 
th is bizarre tastelessness, and, the joke goes'. : 
does explain, saying that actua lly hi s father revie~o 
movies for Time. But he did n 't wan t to tell that 

the class because he was asha med of it. . rTlY 
And the funniest part of it a ll is that little Jim_ g 

is right. It isn't respectable. I co uld never even brrn 



rnyself to say, with a straight face, that I was a "film 
critic," but used to admit to being a "flicker picker," 
which had about the right ring to it-glib and brassy 
-and was just puzzling enough so that by the time 
people had figured out what the hell I was talking 
about, the shock of it had worn off a little. It wasn't 
Time, but Newsweek, the main difference being that 
Newsweek pays a little less. 

It was a weird life. I used to see six or eight 
rnovies a week in a good week. In a bad week it 
could go to fourteen. Once, I think it was twenty. 
Fantastic! And not entirely unattractive-I liked it, 
actually. It was fun to race around from screening 
room to screening room, accumulating cast-and
credit sheets and mimeographed synopses that were 
invariably inaccurate and seemed to have been 
translated, badly, from the Japanese. I got used to 
seeing cowboys shooting the hell out of each other 
at ten in the morning, while I smoked cigarettes and 
drank coffee from Jack-Mo's Delicatessen on West 
Forty-ninth Street. 

I got to like the routine of absorbing all those 
movies and then at the end of the week squeezing 
my brain like a sponge to turn out the reviews. And 
it did get to be a routine. It even got to the point 
where I was playing games with myself, the way I 
did when I was a youngster and had a summer job 
stamping textbooks for the Row Peterson Company, 
"Property of the Board of Education of the City of 
New York." At Row Peterson the game was simply 
one of speed-to see how many of those waxy work .. 
books one could stamp in three minutes. (I still re
member the Through the Green Cate workbook: 
Alice of the old Alice and Jerry duo, was bending 
over and it was a refinement of the simple race to re
quire that the stamp be right on Alice's backside.) 
And with movie reviews, too, I started racing with 
myself. I did a standard sixty-line movie review in 
about twenty minutes. 

I have been trying to make this as homely and as 
vulgar as possible, because it ought to be. It was. 
There is not any such thing as film criticism, and 

that gaggle of reviewers, magazine and newspaper 
reviewers alike, were all faking it, one way or an
other. Or they were lucky enough to be such natural 
fakes that they could do it sincerely, take it seriously, 
have commitment. But what good is the sincerity of 
a natural-born fake? 

b The ~ituation is simple enough. Our best criticism , 
Y which I mean both best written and with the 

~~eatest degree of influence, is criticism of poetry. 
e only people who read poetry anyway are poets 

an~ critics of poetry. It is a nice, or nicely nasty 
~o erent community. One writes about poetry with 
atclomfortable certainty that one's audience shares 
a /ast a few assumptions about the value of art, 
; . the aims of art. The art itself is sufficiently 
itsOribund to allow for brilliant demonstrations of 

anatomy. 
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Movies, however, are distressingly alive. Film is 
the great popular medium, with an audience of in
credible size, a commercial vigor which, though 
somewhat diminished from the halcyon pre-televi
sion days, is still staggering, and perhaps most ap
pallingly even an artistic potentiality that realizes 
itself with some frequency in works of an undeniable 
excellence. There are more good movies in any 
given year than there are good plays or good novels. 
Reviewing films, then, or criticizing films, is like 
reviewing or criticizing a blizzard or a war. The critic 
is laughably impotent, has no influence either with 
the film-makers or with the film audiences, has no 
suitable or adequate vocabulary with which to dis
cuss the films for his putative reader, and, perhaps 
worst of all, has no position on which to stand, 
from which to formulate a general theory of what he 
is trying to do or wants to say, and no way of ration
alizing his intellectual career. One cannot write 
about Cleopatra and Otto e Mezzo in the same 
week, on the same page, without going a little bit 
schizy. So, one makes it up, one fakes it. I suppose 
the formula is sociology and psychology for the pop 
films and belle-lettrist aestheticism for the "serious" 
films. But it's treacherous. Laurel and Hardy, who 
were always condemned by the critics, are now re
vived. So pop comedy is "serious." But the only 
pop comic working now in America is Jerry Lewis, 
who is terrible, but not quite terrible enough to be 
dismissed out of hand. 

Or, to go at it from another angle, consider the 
only recent attempt at a general theory of film to 
have had any currency whatever in the past five 
years or sci. The auteur theory of the Cahiers du 
Cinema people willfully ignores the dank jungles of 
personality and commerce in the depths of which 
directors must stalk their elusive quarry of quality. 
Blandly, they pin it on the director as if he were 
a poet, sitting at a desk somewhere with a nickle 
pencil and a pime pad, creating. But he isn't. None 
of them is. He's got a two-million-dollar pad, and 
a pencil with its own vanity, temper, ability, or lack 
of it. His success will depend on the script, of 
course, but on the budget, too. And on the cast, 
and even on the scheduling. No movie can be seri
ous, can afford to take the risks that are a part of 
seriousness, with a budget of more than ten million 
dollars, no matter what auteur you've got setting 
up the shots. The genesis of the theory, however, 
was legitimate enough. When Manny Farber ob
served, back in the forties, that Howard Hawks on 
his crummy "B" budgets was turning out nice, 
grainy, tough movies, and coined the phrase "un
derground films" to describe Hawks's spectacular 
successes, working against the very grain of the in
dustry, he made an absolutely legitimate observa
tion ... about Hawks's films of the forties. The 
auteur theory merely generalizes · from this. A 
Hawks film is now a good film. A Minelli film is a 
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goo d film; Hitchcock is good. But it doesn't work. 
Hawks, Hitchcock, and Minelli have been awful, 
especially lately (Hatari; The Birds and Marnie; The 
Sandpiper). 

But no matter. The question is not one of ac
curacy in the reviews but sanity on the part of the 
reviewer. It isn't just that very expensive movies 
tend to be bad, and cheap movies tend to be bad. 
That would be easy. But good movies tend to be 
bad. (Bresson is very pure, but boring. Fellini is 
theatrica l, but often in a vulgar way. Antonioni, 
who is serious, is often both boring and vulgar.*) 
And bad movies tend to be good. (Laurel and 
Hardy, Busby Berkely, Bogart, Jerry Lewis, even Elvis 
Presley, in a slick, glycerined, unpretentious way.) 

S mall wonder, then, that most critics are ner
vous, twitchy fellows who are comfortable only 
in dark rooms. They manage, one way or an

other, to survive, but the one way is incompetence 
and the other is lunatic pretension. 

The newspaper critics are mainly incompetent. 
The best of them are in New York, and the ones in 
New York are terrible. (Judith Crist was the only 
one who could pass a freshman course in ex
pository writing in even the most obscure cow col
lege in the country-and her paper folded.) Archer 
Winston knows something about film, but can't 
write. The important, influential critics, of course, 
are Bosley Crowther, for the washed, and "Kate 
Cameron" for the unwashed hordes. ("Kate 
Cameron" is a fake name, like "T.V. Dailey," who 
writes the "Pick of TV" column in a lot of news
papers. I forget, or have blocked out, her real 
name.) Mr. Crowther is a national disaster, and 
"Kate Cameron" is a joke. Crowther cannot write 
and doesn't know anything about films, but he's a 
nice man and tries very hard, which only makes 
matters worse. He is usually about two films behind 
everyone else, so that when L' Avventura came out 
and everyone else thought it was either good or in
teresting or worth something, he thought it was 
terrible. To make up for this he liked Red Desert, 
but by that time the tide had turned, and everyone 
else hated it. He detested Dr. Strangelove, but by 
the end of the year seemed to have heard that other 
people had liked it, and there is was at the top of 
his "Ten Best List." He liked The Longest Day, and 
Cleopatra, and ... but he can't help it. 

The other influential critics are Time and News
week. The foregoing is a tortured grammatical con
struction, because the reality is a tortured situation. 
Any clown whom. Time or Newsweek hires for the 
movie desk becomes, ex officio, the second or third 
most influential critic in the world (Crowther is 
number one). This influence is part ly a function of 
circulation and partly the result of utter corruption 

• No , no , I don't mean dirty. I mean vulgar. Soap opera-ish. Ex
travagant. Excessive. 
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in the provinces, where reviewe rs on out-of-town 
papers find .out what they think by reading the Sun
day New York Times, Time, and News week . So, _at 
twenty-seven, I had not only Newsweek' s eight mil
lion or so readers, but all the reade rs of all the 
"critics" who were copyi ng from me. (Power? No! 
Movie reviews don't make any diffe rence, anyway, 
except on art films from Europe bro ught in by small 
distributors who don't have the mo ney for big ad 
campaigns or the leverage to get the mass book
ings.) 

The modus vivendi at the "wee kly newsmaga
zine" and the "newsweekly" is a sort of frenetic_ism 
of life and prose. A friend of mi ne, a former r,mhe 
man who once sat in for writer Bradford Darrac ' 
the then movie critic, while Dar rach was on va~a
tion tells me that in the course of rummaging 
thro

1

ugh Darrach's desk drawers loo king for bood~e, 
h is-candy bars, cigarettes, and othe r treasure, e 

covered a box of three-by-five index cards of puhn~, 
. t IS 

which fragments Darrach had sho red agai~s d is 
ruin. I am not sure that this is t rue (n:1Y fne~,, is 
a great liar), but it might as we ll be . " T1r:17estYa esec
nowhe re more extravagant tha n in the Cinem . ·ng 
tion where it serves an additio nal function of givi 
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the writer something to hide behind . If hyped-up 
prose, puns, and enjambments like "cinemoppet" 
are annoying after a while, they are less limiting 
than something like the auteur theory, and they 
serve the same function. It is a point of reference, 
an established attitude which the writer can take 
wward the bewildering variety and diversity of the 
films about which he writes. 

The Newsweek persona is a little less definite. 
Nobody ever said this to me, but I soon found out 
that the way to survive was to be like Time , only a 
little less so. I punned less frequently and only 
hyped up the prose an eentsy bit. And I found a 
sort of attitude, which might best be characterized 
as a perpetual condition of raped innocence. (Inno
cence, perpetually raped, cannot long survive, 
and after two years I was beginning to enjoy it, so I 
quit.) Newsweek, because it is less stylized than 
Time, throws the writer more and more back upon 
himself, which is good, but that makes for diffi
culties too . The copy does go through the hands 
of four editors, and the more self one puts into it , 
the more one resents changes. I remember I was 
furious when one of the editors changed "Feh" to 
"Fah" because " Feh" sounded too Jewish. They 
used to take out puns, too , sometimes, but I could 
always save them up and use them later in the 
Yale Review. 

The New Yorker is the other special case among 
magazines, in that it too has an identity of a 
kind , a personality into which the . reviewer 

can merge himself, and in which he can hide , when 
necessary. The New Yorker is especially fortunate 
in that Brendan Gill is its reviewer, and he is so 
successful posing for them as the world's most 
sophisticated man that I am willing to grant that he 
is the world 's most sophisticated man. He writes 
well, is intelligent about movies, and is flexible 
enough to be able to respond on the widely differ
ent levels that the differing films demand. He can 
review Satyajit Ray or Nicholas Ray and not go out 
of his mind trying to make the jump. He makes 
mistakes sometimes, and likes bad movies , or dis
likes good ones, but he is nearly always right, and 
nearly always worth reading. The point, anyway, is 
not to be correct in grading these movies, but to 
Write interestingly about them. Dr. Johnson was 
often wrong , and was a great critic anyway. The 
?nly regrettable thing about Brendan Gill is that he 
~ a very good novelist, but those people who have 
eard of him mostly think of him as the New Yorker 

~o~ie reviewer. He won , and deserved to win, a 
ational Book Award but he's still the New 

Yorker's man at the mo~ies. Which is a shame. 
: 0 r the rest, there is no mask, no mold, no dis

guise, and they all have to make it up for them
s~ ves. They take their cues from their magazines 
a out the level on which they ought to try to write , 
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but even that is precious little help. The movies 
themselves are so unruly as to make the mass maga
zine critics inadequate and the academic and schol
arly quarterly critics uncomfortable. There is simply 
no comfortable posture to take . The McCall's critic 
is strained to fantastic intellectualism, while the 
Partisan Review's critic is on a slumming party. 
Some get around it by dint of personal eccentricity. 
Dwight MacDonald, for instance, having come to 
this peculiar cultural cul-de-sac of writing about 
movies for Esquire, brought a history of political 
involvement which was not entirely irrelevant. Hav
ing given up on everything about the Russian Revo
lution except its notion of the possibilities of the 
film as the art form of the masses, he maintained an 
allegiance to Eisenstein and Pudovkin, which, with 
his own crankiness and good prose, was enough to 
get by on . 

Stanley Kauffmann, who was at the movie desk of 
the New Republic when I was working, got by on a 
strange kind of stuffiness which was leavened by 
lechery. His prose came alive when he addressed 
himself to some gut issue, as, for instance , the rela
tive attractiveness of Ann-Margret and Jane Fonda. 
If anything saved him, that did , for one cannot 
write about the standard Hollywood product for 
very long without some feeling of connection, and 
that was a connection. Unfortunately, he split him
self, and in his anonymous reviews for Playboy 
gave more attention to the girlies-which was sensi
ble, but which impoverished the pieces for the 
New Republic somewhat. He was stuffier there. 
Kauffmann has since left the New Republic for the 
drama page of the New York Times, and returned 
to the old stand to write mostly about first novels 
(in which no one is interested). Pauline Kael, who 
now deals with movies for the New Republic, is 
rangier than he was, rangier, in fact, than any Amer
ican critic, responds across the board, does not 
flinch from using her feminine license to be bitchy , 
and is the only critic beside Brendan Gill whom 
I still read with any regularity or interest. 

Perhaps the worst film criticism is in the best 
magazines, the intellectual quarterlies, and the seri
ous film magazines, in which the most intelligent 
and the most nearly literate practitioners try to 
function. They are not stupid or imperceptive, but, 
precisely because of their deficiencies in stupidity 
and unfeelingness, they writhe on the wrack of un
reasonableness which the medium demands. You 
cannot, with a straight face, examine a gesture in a 
film-Mastroianni, say, sucking at his tooth, or 
Belmondo rubbing his upper lip with his thumb
in the same way and with the same seriousness and 
exactitude your neighbors in the magazine display 
when they analyze an image in a poem or a trope 
in a novel. The techniques do _not apply , and there 
is nothing more ridiculous or pathetic than the 
scholarly apparatus grinding away at nothing in 
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elaborate discussions of images of triangles in Jules 
and Jim. The alternative is to go against the grain of 
the magazine, to be folksy, or casual, or hip, which 
fails too, because it is embarrassing. Or fails be
cause it succeeds too well, and the readers are con
vinced not that the critic is posing as a lowbrow 
jerk, but that he is a lowbrow jerk, in which case to 
hell with him. 

This is not a difficulty pe. culiar to film criticism. 
The whole boom in pop culture is a larger man
ifestation of this same phenomenon. One is un

comfortable on any level and is either too serious 
or not serious enough. Pop art and pop literature 
derive from comics and movies, but comics have 
the advantage over movies (and are therefore more 
important in pop art) because of their consistency. 
Comics are always bad, always stupid, always dis
reputable. To discuss comics in a serious way, to 
use them in painting or in fiction as if they were 
serious, is a simple business of bringing out into 
the open a taboo object. Mom , Dad, and teacher 
disapproved of comics. We'll show them. We'll 
make comics respectable. The satisfaction is the 
same as that derived from telling a dirty joke in 
mixed company for the first time and getting 
laughter and approval from everyone. With a large 
part of the movie culture you can work the same 
kind of kick. Mention Carmen Miranda in a serious 
way to a lot of intellectuals, and you're a genius . 
But mention Jeanne Moreau in a serious way, and 
you've said something merely banal and obvious. 
So you have to retrieve your status by going through 
some preposterous contortion like claiming that 
Moreau in Viva Maria was Carmen Miranda. To 
Brigitte Bardot's Jane Powell? 

I suppose another way of putting all this would 
be to say that the film critic cannot take his identity 
from the art form, because the movies don't offer 
any identity. He can't take it from the magazine be
cause, except in very special circumstances, he will 
be either uncomfortable or impossibly restricted. 
And he can't take it from literacy and intellectual 
fashion, because that way lies even surer madness 
than in the movies themselves. What he must do is 
what those few movie critics who have amounted 
to anything have done-and that is find it, some
how, somewhere, in himself. It's terribly unfair, and 
I can think of no other area of criticism which de
mands this kind of psychic integration on the part 
of its practitioners. 

The late Robert Warshaw, who was one of the 
few first-rate movie critics we have had, sug
gested that "a man watches a movie, and the 

critic must acknowledge that he is that man." When 
I first read that, I thought it was semi-opaque non
sense, but that was before I had been promoted 
from my position as saloon editor to the movie 
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desk. I am amazed now at the lucidity and good 
sense of Warshow's observation. The critic has to 
admit that he was there. There is no theo ry to save 
him, no tradition to rely on, no cohere nce but the 
coherence of his soul. You sit there, in the dark 
and are bombarded by images, dramatic sequences'. 
painterly constructions, dialogue, cutti ng, acting, 
flesh, and you sip your coffee from Jack-Mo 's Deli
catessen and watch ' and listen. 

The medium is seductive (if you go into any 
movie in the middle and sit down, the first five or 
ten minutes is interesting, until it does something 
stupid or wrong), and you can't fig ht that , but 
neither can you give in to it, entirely. And then, at 
the end, you sort out not just whet her it was any 
good, but whether it was good-good, o r bad-good, 
or good-bad, or what. ... And the n, when you 
write about it, you're not writing about the work of 
one man, but of fifty, and not about pure art, but 
about a strange soap made of many and morals and 
ego and, yes, art, too. And all you can do is try to be 
reasonably honest, not just in saying wha t you think, 
but in making sure that you do think w hat you think, 
or that you think at all. 

In the end it is wearing, it is destr uctive , it is 
hopeless. It would be tolerable if movie critics 
were not widely read. Such a situat ion can be 
perfectly healthy. But to be read and still to be 
ignored is confusing and depressing . One learns to 

live with that, too. For a while. 
It used to be, in the bad old days, that the movi_e 

companies would try to bribe the critics . Not di· 
rectly, of course, which would have been at leaSt 

honestly dishonest, but through the papers, by pull· 
ing ads from papers that had toug h critics : ~hey 
still do it, from time to time. But mostly it ,sn t 
necessary. The critics are a bunch of clowns pro
moted from covering weddings or ship ping news or 
fires in Brooklyn to this dubious emi nence. Or, oc· 

· there 
casionally, by some fluke of luck or nepotism, ·te 
is a bright, intellectual youngster al l hot to wr~ 
great film criticism. But the movie men have learn is 
that, given a little time, such a bright young man 
more than likely to corrupt himse lf. 



Films: 

Reflections In A Golden Eye 
a :>tul1 

• 

T here are rewards and difficulties in adapting 
the work of Carson Mccullers for the stage or 
film. Edward Albee discovered some of the 

problems in his unsatisfactory rendering of her 
novelette Ballad of a Sad Cafe for the stage. John 
Houston fares not much better than Albee in his 
~daptation of her chilling novel for film. However , 
\also do~s not fare any worse than Albee , either . 

he movie , while not the masterpiece which the 
nov I· 
t e is, has much to recommend it. It carries about 

gen_ Per cent of the nightmare, the horror, the vul-
arity th t d f h I of M·' e en ern ess o t e nave. But ten per cent 

iss Mccullers can be very potent indeed . 
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I remember very well the first and only time 
I met Miss Mccullers. She attended a worship service 
at my church and I found myself preaching before a 
woman who had long since been a particular idol of 
mine. She was already quite · ill and had to be carried 
to her seat and carried out again. As we talked after 
the service I was struck by her frailty; I kept remem
bering the incredible and powerful passion of her 
novels. For she was a master of writing about passion. 

Carson Mccullers is probably the most profound 
writer about human passion that America has pro
duced , with the exception of Melville . That is not to 
say that she is America's greatest novelist at all. She 
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is not; but her preoccupation with the strength and 
the depth of human sexual obsession is unequaled in 
modern American novels. This, of course, is one 
reason her work is so difficult to adapt to the stage 
or screen. You can write a great many things about 
passion with subtlety and distinction-as she did. 
Literally portraying those experiences is a different 
matter altogether. 

Reflections in a Colden Eye is a story of the life 
of men and women at an army camp in the 
South; Marlon Brando plays the part of a career 

soldier-a major obsessed with a young private 
under his command. Elizabeth Taylor plays the 
major's vulgar and likeable wife. Unsatisfied by her 
husband, she has an affair with a bluff, hearty officer 
played by Brian Keith. Keith has a wife also, an in
valid as out of place with these anima l people as a 
peacock among vultures. The final complication of 
the plot is revealed when the young private is shown 
to be voyeuristically obsessed with the major's wife. 

Here are all the elements of a purple melodrama. 
On ly the cool, clean mind of Miss Mccullers saves 
the story from drowning in its own incestuous heat. 
But this is her most brutal book, and while the char
acters are revealed with compassion and understand
ing, they are also treated quite objectively. Seeing 
the mov ie is a bit like seeing a case history of neuro
sis presented by a skillful and compassionate psy
chiatrist. 

Marlon Brando begins his portrayal of the major 
with some of the overdone mannerisms which have 
become acting cliches. But gradually he moves into 
the part and gives, by the end, a stunning perform
ance of a man in hell. He w isely adapts his acting to 
the sexuality of the major's dilemma rather than the 
"homo" aspect. The theme of homosexuality is a 
difficult- one for an actor or a director. Carson Mc
Cull ers understood homosexuality as part of the 
di lemma of human sexuality itse lf. Houston and 
Brando have fo llowed her lead in their portrayal of 
this agonized man who hates himself for a passion 
he cannot control. 

M iss Mccullers was fond of reminding us in all 
her books that the human heart is stranger than all 
the theories about it and all the categories in which 
we place it. One can fall madly in love with a midget 
a mute, a psychotic, a man, a woman. And none of 
the brilliant theories about why it happens can equal 
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the extraordinary intens ity of the fact that it does 
happen. 

T he object of Mr. Brando's passion might as 
easily have been a WAC or a ho rse. It, in the 
inscrutable mystery of humanki nd , happened to 

be a male in the army. Mr. Brando's per formance re
veals the happenstance and the fate invo lved in such 
a situation. Elizabeth Taylor is the cheating, adulter
ous, warm-hearted army wife who, through all her 
"sin," is an amazingly innocent and stupid woman. 

Jul ie Harris does not bring to life the strange in
valid wife of the colonel. In the book she is a tower
ing figure. An intellectual in the midst of barbarians, 
her rarified nature finally succumbs to death , brought 
on by the sheer animality which infects her existence. 
Julie Harris plays her too preciously, too cameo-like , 
and loses the exquisite bitterness of her life. Brian 
Keith as the hearty colonel-lover of Mi ss Taylor is 
superb. He manages to convey the reality of every 
poor, dumb slob who cannot unders tand why life 
can't be simple and plain. He is a simp le man looking 
for a simple life, and he is swept into the neuroses of 
his companions in spite of himse lf . 

Reflections in a Colden Eye is basically a novel 
about the neurotic state. The unfulfilled pas
sion, the rigid army discip l ine, the mania for 
order-all are incredible unless that basic reality is 
seen. To advise Mr. Brando just to get himself a boy 
friend and leave the private to his w ife might be a 
neat solution, but these are neurotic people. The 
major's passion cannot be fu lfilled fo r th en he would 
have no structure to support his neurosis and so 
would find another one. 

But to say a condition is neurotic is not to say that 
it is unreal or somehow not impor tant. The great 
passions of history wou ld show up as neurotic on 
the health charts, I am sure. 

Miss Mccu llers, and, to his cred it, Mr . HouStOn, 
cuts through all the psycho logizi ng wit _h. which :~ 
surround human life, and revea ls the l1v1d flesh h 
pain and obsession. That is all that art can do. T t 
audience the night I saw the fi lm was particularY 
embarrassed by the nat ure of Mr. Brando 's passi_on-

. d1ca· 
A lot of men hee-hawed insane ly w hen any ,n der 
tion of the major's torment was shown. I won 
why? 



Seymour Martin Lipset, ed., Student Politics. Basic 

Books (1967) , 403 pp., $8.95. 

A great deal has been written al ready about student 
politics both abroad and in the U.S. But, apparently , 
Seymour Martin Lipset and a host of intimates, funded by 
" Ford and Carnegie and Federal and State grants" (p. ix), 
mean to write a great deal more . This book, we are told , 
is only the first in an upcoming series called " Student 
Movements- Past and Present," all edited by Dr. Lipset. 

Yet if succeeding volumes are as bloated with classic 
footnotery , as obviously predisposed against radical stu
dent action , as devoid of even one word written by an 
actual student anywhere , as utterly incapable of coming to 
definite conclusions without qualifications which negate 
their significance , as dependent on often absurd sources , 
and as studiously lacking any of the passion and experi
ence of the student revolutionary - if succeeding volumes 
are like this one , brothers, the movement is dead . It will 
be _clubbed unconscious by parasitic social scientists who 
claim to have no meaner motives at heart than the gather 
ing of pure knowledge. 

Lipset and fourteen other scholars , ten of whom 
Worked with him in Berkeley 's Comparative Student Proj 
ect,_ have gathered , with widely varying degrees of ob
Jectivity and clarity , 403 pages and 550 footnotes which 
~alyze stu_dent activists in many countries. The data is all 

1 ere-their parents, their incomes , their allegedly pro 
onged virginity , their religions , their campus environ
;ents and, most of all , their teachers - but hardly ever 
t eir complete political programs and serious objections 
S~i e5ta_blishment moralities. " Activism " is persistently 
wtnatized as " indiscipline, " and manifests a lack of 
z. t\Lipset calls "s atisfactory social adjustment. " George 

· ereday classifies the 1964 Berkeley demonstrators as 
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" rioters " who " seem to have received their training and 
developed their style in civil rights demonstrations. " 

Lipset and Philip G. Altbach impugn both SDS and 
SNCC as members of a disorganized , unreasonable " ex
treme " element and prefer the " responsible criticism of 
American foreign policy " which they see emerging from 
the Young Democrats , student YMCA groups , and (ready?) 
motive . Principled youth idealism , we are led to conclude, 
is as inevitable , harmless , and almo st as foolish as spring 
panty raids , since "in all countries , of course , reality is 
usually at var iance with prin ciples ,'' and (presumably) 
must continue to be. Table s, charts , and percentages fol
low in exhaustive procession . Among the findings: 

• 82 per cent of American students believe the U.S. 
has " an obli gation to provide military assistance to Viet
nam ." (Source : a Playboy survey published in November. 
1965 .) 

• " Free University " courses, which "range from Marxist 
philo sophy and revolutionary theory to discussions of 
erotic literature and the social uses of narcotics" (a pretty 
nefarious range, eh?) " vary greatly in quality " and "in
volve only a tiny fraction of the student population." 
(Source : an article, 'Students of Left Set Up Colleges, ' in 
The New York Times.) 

• " Right -wing student activity " (not to be confused 
with the apolitical majority ) "probably still includes many 
more students in its membership than does the organized 
left. " (Only source cited : " the president of the most 
significant such group , the Young Americans for Freedom 
(YAF)." 

• "A comprehensive study" indicates fewer than five 
per cent of students are activists at every college in the 
nation excluding one-half of one per cent of them . 
(Source: 849 Deans of Students! ) 

The entire data-gathering orgy rises to the level of 
high comedy , however , on page 220 , where we learn that 
" almost four-fifths (78 per cent ) of those sitting-in (at the 
University of Chicago) reported family incomes of over 
$15,000 a year. " Notwithstanding the obvious point that 
almost any sample of students at a major bourgeois uni
versity would largely come from such an income bracket, 
try to imagine the angry, committed sitters-in pausing to 
chorus their "reports " on Dad 's income for the data
gatherers. It's a premise worthy of a Lenny Bruce routine. 

As a study of student politics here and elsewhere, then, 
this book actually flaunts its two most disastrous faults . 
The first is that it neglects even a puny attempt to recreate 
the experience of the student in revolt, preferring to re
flect him in the same statistical terms which university 
administrations use to " characterize " immense student 
bodies . The second fault is that it ironically represents in 
itself many of the educational irrelevances which are push
ing students to coordinated revolution. 

If Americans do not sympathize with black insurgency 
or the nationalist fervor of the Viet Cong, for example , it 
is not because they don't know the statistics on black un 
employment, the deprivations of ghetto housing , or the 
atrocities of the Diem et. seq., regimes in South Vietnam . 
It is because they have not themselves experienced these 
abuses and insults , and because not enough effort has 
been made to bring these experiences closer to their 
understanding. . 

My own experiences with student movements pract1_c
ing consistent , informed rebellion against intolerab_le c1~
cumstances (in a subtle, flexible manner) render L1pset s 
data meaningless. A selection of articles by students , 
American and overseas, would have been enormously 
more valuable than all of this book , especially if combined 
with what firsthand research there is in it , such as E. 
Wight Bakke's accounts of activism in six countries. 
Astonishingly , all of Lipset's conclusions about students 
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The optimism, fortitude, and patience of the 
African nations ore exemplified in these 
"thoughts on the march" from Kenneth 
Kaunda, President of Zambia, to Colin Morris, 
missionary and president of the United 
Church of Zambia. Through these letters Dr. 
Kaunda reveals himself to be an astute poli• 
tician, aware of the harsh realities his nation 
faces, and, at the same time, a humanist with 
a strong faith in man. 136 pages. $3.50 
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in " underdeveloped countries " -chapter o ne-s eem t 
be based on secondhand library references-11 4 of the 0 

in a 34-page article. n, 
The ironies enmeshed in the fabric of this antholo 

are so powerful as to be much more fascinati ng than tW 
" information " it contains . It insists , for examp le th~ 
SDS is chaotic and incapable of sustained leadership : 
date , while admitting that SDS is the stronges t, mo~ 
numerous group in American radical stude nt politics
which is " significant " enough to warrant all t hi s research 
and more to come. It cites lack of respect fo r faculty 
members as a cause of student revolt , while itse lf being 
so pedantic and inconsequential as to engender that very 
lack. It pleads for better understanding of the activist
while offering little . 

At one point Lipset subtitles a chapter "T he Need for 
More Research " (i.e. , for more systematic accumulation 
of data ) when th e need is quite obviously (as some other 
author s in the same book sometimes suggest) fo r philo
sophy , poetry , and exposition . It cites acade mi c over
loads as a cause of unrest when it is apparent tha t a virtual 
army of graduate students were employed, as they fre
quently are, to gather and collate all the obsc ure journals 
and unpublished theses on which so many of these articles 
rest their observations . 

Student Politi cs as an explanation of interna tional stu
dent activism is comparable to William F. Buckley's ob
servations on black power , or Harry Aschl in ger's on LSD; 
it was written about young people caught in a growing 
movement by " bald old gents with glasses" (as John 
Lennon would say) sitting in Burtonian poses of omnis
cience in the Widener and countless other lib raries. And, 
as failure , like virtue , is its own reward, it wi ll largely be 
confined to their vaults. 

-RAY MUNGO 

BOOK NOTES 
Macmillan has published Containment and Change, by 
Carl Oglesby and Richard Shaull. A wor kin g draft of 
Oglesby's significant critique of the U.S.' international 
stance appeared in this magazine last year. mo tive readers 
will be interested in the final version of that essay, and 
in Shaull's provocative theological response. (Carl Ogles· 
by 's latest essay, discussed on page 42 of this issue by 
Stephen Shapiro, will appear here next mo nth.) 

Our own William Stringfellow and Antho ny Towne have 
collaborated on The Bishop Pike Affair, pu bli shed recent· 
ly by Harper & Row . Too, Towne 's infamous satire , "God 
is Dead in Georgia, " has been collected in Walter "'!ag 
oner 's anthology of " twentieth century reli gious satire 

• Bittersweet Grace (World) . 

John William Corrington's second nov el , The Upper 
Hand, was recently published by Putnam. A major section 
of the novel appeared here. 

Miller Williams has just published the first Ameri~a~ 
translation of The Poems of Niccanor Parra, a pr~M
which had its genesis in the feature on co nte mporary ~ 
ean poetry he prepared for motive (Feb. 1965). The n 
collection is published by New Direct ions. 

Jack Matthews, whose fiction and poet _ry haven~~ 
graced our- pages, has recently published hrs third 
Hangar Stout , Awake! (Harcourt-Brace). 

f , 's specra 
And , last but not least , a coup le o mauve ar( 

issues have gravitated their way into boo ks. Our Ja~u 
5 

February 1964 double issue , in part, for ms the nuc :~()l() 
Nathan Scott's The Modern Vision of Deat h (Johd_ d ~ 
And our March / April 1967 double issue, guest-e ,td ~ 
Robert Theobald , has been shorn of it s poetri a~ill) 
incarnated as Dialogue on Techno logy (Bobbs- er 
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CflR/STiANITY'S MOST PERsu~s\\l w,.,.,.,,rv_ ,, 

JUST 
PUBLISHED 

-TIME 

COUNT IT ALL JOY-Reflections on Faith, Doubt, and 
Temptation. A series of incisive meditations on major 
themes from the Epistle of James which have specific 
contemporary importance-conformity to the world, 
enmity against God, Christian freedom, human suffer
ing, the meaning of riches. Cloth, $3.00 

''A Christian without comfort, gives us, beyond all expec
tation, the only comfort worth having. He gives us the 
truth. For a new mind and a new heart, explored with new 
words, we are grateful to this innocent, articulate spokes
man. "-Daniel Berrigan, S. J. 

A PRIVATE AND PUBLIC FAITH-An acerbic attack on 
the manipulation of religion for personal, corporate, 
and national self-interests. One of the decade's most 
controversial books on religion. Stringfellow presents in 
bold outline the possibility and content of a relevant 
and honest witness to Christ in the twentieth century. 
Paperback, $1.45 

'' ... will provide the scholars with raw material for sec
ondary interpretations of religion in the 1960's. "-Dr. 
Martin E. Marty 

7-42 
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CONTRIBUTORS: 
E. GORDON DALBEY, JR. is a graduate student in jour
nalism at Stanford University. He is a graduate of Duke 
University and has spent two years in Biafra as a Peace 
Corps volunteer. ROB ELDER has spent nine years in re
porting , five in television in Washington and Nashville , 
and four with The Nashville Tennessean , for which he 
covered the Mississippi trial. DAVID LLOYD-JONES was 
a student of architecture at the University of Toronto be
fore undertaking this travel-writing stint. He has written 
for Canadian films and television and helped found the 
controversial Toronto journal, This Magazine Is About 
Schools . This essay is adapted from material he developed 
for Liberation News Service, a newly syndicated student 
press service operating from Washington, D .C. SIG 
GISSLER is editorial writer for The Milwaukee Journal and 
on the Executive Board of the National Conference of 
Editorial Writers. DENNIS AKIN is buried under an ava
lanche of exciting contemporary art in the motive offices, 
where he is the art editor. DAVID SLAVITT taught 
English before becoming Newsweek 's film critic. In his 
most serious incarnation , he is a poet. His third collec
tion of poems , The Woods Are Full of Naked Ladies, 
will appear this spring . He lives and writes in "the only 
southern mansion in Harwich, Massachusetts." STEPHEN 
SHAPIRO received his doctorate at the University of 
Washington in 1966 and now teaches at the University of 
California 's new Irvine campus. He is, with the mixed 
emotions explained in his essay, at work on a novel. 
RAY MUNGO, editor last year of the notorious Boston 

University News and now a graduate-fellow-on-leave fro rn 
Harvard , is co-director and founder of Liberation New 
Service. ROBERT D. PERRY is a freelance writer living i~ 
Ypsilanti , Michigan. 

POETS: M. W. LALLY is an M.F.A. candidate in the 
Iowa Writers' Workshop and a Norbertine semina rian. 
R. L. TYLER, historian as well as poet, is now teaching at 
Wagner College on Staten Island. A new book by ALAN 
CASTY, Mass Media and Mass Man, will be published 
soon by Holt-Rinehart. NEAL ELLIS lives and writes in 
Memphis. WILLIAM HOLLAND is one of the foundi ng 
editors of the new magazine, Voyages. GARY GILDNER 
has most recently published in The Nation and Poetry 
Northwest ; he teaches at Drake . 

ARTISTS: WARRINGTON COLESCOTT is the George 
Grosz of the U.S., and lives in Madison, Wisco nsin. 
DOUGLAS GILBERT sends his work from New York 
where he is a freelance photographer . AL CLAYTON is 
a swinging photographer from Nashville who balances 
ad agency values with freelance assignments for Look and 
motive . ROHN ENGH is a prolific photographer from 
Star Prairie, Wisconsin. B. M. JACKSON is a biting satirist 
who is associate professor of art at the University of Il
linois. JACK THORNELL is a Pulitizer Prize winning AP 
photographer based in New Orleans. BERK CHAPPELL 
is a gifted graphic artist and painter on the faculty of 
Oregon State University. DON CORTESE lives in Syracuse, 
New York and is a widely respected printmaker. RICHARD 
M. ASH develops his very personal style at the University 
of Wichita. KRIS HOTVEDT is making her first appear
ance in motive; she is the chairman of the art department 
at Pembroke State College in North Carolina. 

Why Did De D ie? 
two views of the crucifixion-resurre ction 

THE CRUCIBLE OF REDEMPTION 
Carlyle Marney. Until we understand what Christ's death 
means, we can't understand the Christian faith, says the au
thor. The Crucifixion is the refining fire which makes the faith 
whole and true, and these meditations explore the many 
implications and questions of the Crucifixion-like why we 
have let Judas bear the burden of a shame we all share. 64 
~~ ~~ 

AND I LOOK FOR THE RESURR'ECT/ON 
Kay M. Baxter. Does Christ's death have any conti nuing mear 
ing for the jet age? Emphatically yes, says Mrs. Baxte r, as s e 
shows that the questions raised by the Crucifixion and Resur· 
rection are the very questions being raised in contem porary 
literature by dramatists like Anouilh, Albee, Beckett, Osb$~S 
Brecht, Pinter, Durrenmatt, and others. 64 pages. 

At your local bookstore 

ABINGDON PBESS 
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THE DILEMMA 

The throbbing of his left great toe brought the dep uty 
marsha l awake . He speculated dim ly w hether this 
bunk , these bla nkets, the cabin roof beams above 

him , the sizzle and smell of fryi ng bacon were all parts 
of a de l icious hallucinat ion . But if he was sti ll out in the 
snow , that toe would not throb . It had been the first part 
part of him to signal the treachery of false warmth as he 
stumbled along in the arctic snow . 

He rolled his head and saw the b ig man fussing with 
the skillet at the sheet-iron stove. The big man had matted 
red hair and a curly beard. He was Paul Richards. The 
deputy had been brought out of the cold by the man for 
whom he was searching . 

Richards turned from the stove , gr inning thro ugh his 
cur ly red beard. " That was close, " he said . " Lucky my 
dogs picked up your scent as I turned into the gulc h. I' ll 
bet you could eat. Say, do yo u play chess?" 

Days passed. W hen the deputy 's left toe began goi ng 
green , Richards did a neat bit of of surgery wit h a hamme r 
and ch isel. Richards tau ght him chess, and through the 
long nights and days the deputy would sit staring at the 
board , absently cracking his knuckles , trying to think of 
chess and not the other problem . 

The big man had hung the deputy 's revolver and holster 
on a wall peg by the bunk . Once , when Richards was 
out , the deputy found the weapon still loaded . 

A month went by . The deputy knew he could travel 
He became moody . 

" You can' t play chess worth sawdust, " the big man 
grinned . " Watch out for your queen." 

" Look here , Paul! " the deputy exploded. " No use beat
ing around the bush . You know I am after you. This is 
workin g on me. I've got to take you in, Paul." 

" Sure-duty and all that. " The big man kept grinning. 
" Go ahead; it 's your move ." 

" Paul, what was the reason you killed that partner of 
yours?" The deputy was groping for an out. " It wasn ' t 
just cold-blooded murder like they say, was it?" 

Richards shrugged . " Ole Ralph was a nice guy, too , 
but he drove me wild . I taught him chess that winter we 
stayed to gether, and by Christmas we were nip and tuck . 
I remember one game . . .. " 

" Never mind about that. Why did you kill him? " 
" Why , he wouldn ' t wash his socks. Two men in a cabin 

all winter , and he wouldn 't wash his socks. Finally , it was 
too mu ch. It drove me wild ." 

The deputy cracked his knuckles , pondering. 
" Did you kill Swift , the other deputy who came after 

you last year?" 
"It was either him or me. " 
" Then , why did you bring me in out of the snow?" 

the deputy growled. 

" I would n't just leave a man to d ie, would I?" The h 
b . fl h d h. · " A h , n, t e ,g man as e rs grin . ny ow, I m a friendly 
Looked like I'd fou nd a chess partner." cuss. 

The deputy got up from the table, turned to the 
11 

and drew his revolver fro m the ho lster. He gave Rich w~ 
plenty of time to get the rifle in the far corner of a;h s 
cabin. But when he turned, the big man hadn 't movede 

" You ' re under arrest, Paul Richa rds," the deputy mar: 
shal muttered. He fe lt foo l ish, but he went on dogged! 
" I'm taking you to Teto n to stand t rial for murder." y. 

" You ' ll feel better afte r d inner," the big man soothed. 
" Come on, let 's fi n ish the game." 

" I mean it. I've got to take yo u in ." 
" Why? " Richards responded blandl y. 
" You ' re a nice guy and I really lik e you. I know I owe 

you my life . But you 've murde red two men, and I'm a 
deputy United States marshal. I jus t never learned how to 
cheat, myself." 

" Upward and onwa rd," the big man said. 
The deputy wet dry l ips. " Tagging it don't help. I 

can' t cheat , one way o r the ot her. If I don' t take you back 
then I just won't go myself ." 

" Fine!" beamed the big man. "Fi ne ! You stay here with 
me, and we ' ll play a lot of chess." 

The deputy hadn't meant it that way. " I've got things to 
go back to . A job. Friends. Somethin g they call self-re
spect. And-we ll, there 's a wife and baby." 

" Poof!" The big man spread his hands. " I've left two 
wives , three kids! Shucks, you forge t 'em. Come on. Let' 
finish this game . And watc h yo ur queen. Or ," the big 
man added soft ly, " shoot me now and get it over with 
Let's sett le this foo l ishness." 

They played a lot of chess durin g the winter . The 
deputy viciously d iscipli ned his m ind in that one channel 
After the New Year, he neve r lost a game. The big man 
became morose and sul len. For almo st a month in the 
early spring Richards co mm unicated only in grunts and 
gestures. 

Then one day the deputy was hun ched over the board 

cracking his knuckles while he studi ed his play. The big 
man arose and wa lked aro und the table. The deputy 
glanced up just as Richards rushed w ith the upraised _a 

" Quit popping them knuckles!" he screamed, bnngin~ 

the ax down . . h 1r 
Jerking back , the deputy felt the blad e brush his : 

before sinki ng deeply into the thi ck table top . The to 
stuck in the plank just long enough for the deputy 
come around and up, sluggi ng. Richards crumpled . 

He handcuffed the sagging man. 11 . I " Now I ca 
" All right , pal ," the deputy said grim Y· 

take you in . Now we're quits. " 

- ROBERT D. PERRY 
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